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Abstract 

 

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory demyelinating and neurodegenerating disease of the 

central nervous system impacting more than 2.8 million people worldwide. Many of the people 

experience paramount disability after 10-15 years of disease onset. Optimal management requires 

accurate measurement of tissue pathology, including the likelihood of repair in lesions. However, 

there is no established marker of lesion severity in vivo. This project aimed to develop methods to 

characterize tissue injury and repair as seen in focal lesions based on brain magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) of relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS). The focus was on image processing techniques 

ranging from development, validation, to application. Initially, based on histology-informed MRI 

of postmortem MS brains, I conducted texture analysis using an optimized method known as gray 

level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) and compared texture analysis to advanced MRI measures 

using machine learning models for classifying MS pathology, including de- and re-myelinated 

lesions. Based on the selected MRI measures, I then developed a percentile approach for 

characterizing MS lesion severity in clinical MRI, and for assessing lesion recovery in clinical trial 

MS participants. Overall, brain MRI texture measures performed the best in differentiating de- and 

re-myelination. These measures characterized 2 extreme types of MS lesions on de- and re-

myelination, which differentiated men from women, and detected significant recovery in acute MS 

lesions with treatment. Collectively, advanced texture analysis in clinical MRI is promising for 

characterizing lesion injury and repair in MS. This ability is critical for improved evaluation of 

both disease activity and treatment response for MS participants. 
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 CHAPTER1: Introduction 

2.1  Overview of research 

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a common inflammatory demyelinating and neurodegenerative disease 

of the central nervous system, affecting >2.8 million people globally [1]. There is no cure. Further, 

MS pathology is highly heterogeneous, making accurate disease measurement and treatment 

evaluation extremely challenging. Without appropriate management, many of the patients will end 

up with significant disability after 10-15 years of disease onset, such as those with the relapsing-

remitting form of MS (RRMS) [1, 2]. Hence, there is a critical need for precise assessment of MS 

pathology.  

 

Tissue damage in MS is mediated by several factors including inflammation, demyelination, and 

axonal loss [3]. In many of the patients, repair such as remyelination also occurs and can be 

improved by treatment with a potential repair agent [4, 5], particularly in lesions with acute 

inflammation [6, 7]. Focal lesions remain to be the hallmark of MS pathology [8]. Accurate 

assessment of the characteristics and severity of lesions may enable early identification of patients 

who deserve early initiation of target therapies. Early treatment has shown enormous potential to 

slow disease progression, and likely even promote repair [9]. However, there is still lack of 

established measures for assessing tissue injury and repair in MS in vivo [10]. 

 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an ideal method for both diagnosis and management of MS. 

In clinical imaging, conventional MRI scans are routinely used to evaluate disease activity and 
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treatment response such as lesion burden and the presence of new lesion activities. However, 

conventional MR imaging has difficulty detecting subtle changes at a tissue level following injury 

and repair [11]. Advanced MRI methods, including magnetization transfer (MT) imaging, myelin 

water imaging, and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), have shown increased specificity to MS 

pathology and therefore may be able to overcome some of the limitations inherent to conventional 

MRI [12]. But these techniques are not commonly used in clinical imaging protocols.  

 

Advanced analysis of the ‘texture’ of brain MRI has shown the promise for robust characterization 

of MS pathology. Texture refers to the brightness or darkness of a pixelated area in an image. 

Texture analysis identifies structural characteristics by assessing the distribution pattern of image 

signal intensity [13]. There are different approaches to use in texture analysis, including statistical, 

spectral, and structural (syntactic) [14], with the former 2 types being applied the most. Texture 

analysis can be applied to any digital images, including conventional and advanced MRI. Grey 

level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) is one of the most widely used statistical texture analysis 

method [15]. Previously, GLCM texture analysis using T2-weighted MRI has shown the ability to 

classify MS lesions, normal appearing white matter in MS, and heathy white matter tissues [16]. 

Using the fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) MRI, GLCM features have also 

demonstrated the power to detect early structural changes in healthy brain white matter [13]. 

Similar results are found in texture analysis of MS using frequency-based methods [17]. Further, 

based on advanced MRI such as diffusion imaging, another study has derived new computational 

measures of the directionality of diffusion MRI using the GLCM texture analysis method. This 

study has discovered that the diffusion texture MRI measures are more accurate than traditional 

DTI metrics in brain structure characterization [18]. Further, recent evidence suggests that 
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combining with machine learning algorithms may further increase the capacity of texture analysis 

in MS pathology evaluation [19]. However, many of the texture analysis studies are limited by 

either lack of thorough validation or lack of in vivo application. This thesis project plans to address 

these issues by using brain MRI datasets from both postmortem samples and living participants 

with MS. 

 

2.2 Hypothesis and aims 

MS is a complex disease with dynamically changing and unpredictable pathology. While different 

imaging techniques are under development, there is still lack of competitive measures of tissue 

characteristics in vivo in MS. Both disease monitoring and treatment discovery require accurate 

measurement of tissue pathology. Strong evidence suggests that the texture patterns of MRI signal 

intensity relate to the degree of tissue integrity [20, 21]. Given the possibility of using texture 

analysis in a clinical setting, I hypothesize that advanced image texture analysis will provide new 

sensitive measures of tissue integrity, and that applying these measures in clinical imaging will 

facilitate the characterization of lesion severity and recovery following injury in MS. My overall 

goal of this thesis project is to develop, validate, and apply new MRI methods based on optimal 

texture analysis techniques for improved measurement of MS pathology particularly regarding 

tissue injury and repair in lesions. The availability of these methods can aid to find new outcome 

measures of injury and repair in MS or other similar diseases and advance disease monitoring 

regarding both disease activity and treatment response. This thesis includes 3 specific aims as 

described below.  
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Aim1. Develop new image analysis methods including texture analysis and validate the imaging 

outcome with postmortem samples.  

 

Aim2. Evaluate the utility of the newly developed imaging methods for assessing lesion property 

such as de- and re-myelination in living MS participants recruited in a clinical study.  

 

Aim3. Evaluate longitudinal changes in enhancing and non-enhancing MS lesions employing 

validated texture analysis methods and estimate injury and repair after treatment with domperidone 

to assess the treatment response.  

 

2.3 Thesis organization 

The overall objective of this thesis is to develop methods for characterizing tissue injury and repair 

such as de- and re-myelination associated with lesions in MS. The process involves 3 key steps: 

1) method implementation and validation ex vivo; 2) in vivo implementation and assessment using 

cross-sectional patient data; and 3) in vivo assessment using longitudinal patient data. Specifically, 

technical development in step 1 includes texture analysis of both conventional and advanced MRI 

scans from postmortem brain samples of MS patients assisted by machine learning modeling. 

Using knowledge generated from the postmortem data, step 2 takes advantage of archived brain 

MRI scans obtained at screening for a well-characterized clinical trial in living MS participants. 

This is followed by longitudinal analysis in step 3 for a portion of the trial eligible MS participants 

applying the validated approaches and measurements in previous steps.  
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Chapter one provides a brief overview of research, hypothesis, the three specific aims, and the 

organization of the thesis.  

 

Chapter 2 is the literature review. It consists of an overview of MS, common MRI modalities for 

MS, and image analysis techniques. Both advanced and conventional MRI techniques including 

their theory, acquisition and application in MS are discussed in this chapter. Additionally, image 

analysis techniques including the associated image pre-processing steps different texture analysis 

techniques and a brief review of machine learning algorithms are provided.  

 

Chapter 3 represents the texture analysis of advanced and conventional MRI of MS postmortem 

brain combined with a machine learning algorithm for classifying MS pathology subtypes, 

including de- and re-myelination. The texture measures were also compared with two common 

advanced MRI measures: magnetization transfer ratio (MTR) and fractional anisotropy (FA) for 

tissue classification. GLCM texture analysis using conventional MRI has been conducted, and a 

new analysis method for high angular diffusion MRI, namely, voxel-based analysis of diffusion 

texture, has been employed. These evaluations have been validated against histology from 

postmortem brain samples with MS to assess the capability of the proposed method for evaluating 

pathological changes such as de- and re-myelination.  

 

Chapter 4 investigates the feasibility of using the histology-validated image analysis techniques 

from Chapter 3 in living MS participants to classify MS lesion types in vivo. I evaluated in vivo 

MS lesions utilizing texture analysis of the standard clinical imaging sequences FLAIR MRI. The 

goal was to define lesions’ severity respecting the degree of myelination and identify two critical 
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MS lesion types: severely demyelinated (sDEM) and highly remyelinated (hREM). Percentile 

statistics of the verified GLCM texture measurements were used for lesion identification. The 

lesion probability maps were then calculated to characterize the distribution of the identified lesion 

types in the brain. Additionally, the two lesion types were compared between age groups and sexes. 

 

Chapter 5 presents the longitudinal analysis of lesion changes in MS participants recruited in a 

clinical study following add-on treatment with a candidate reparative drug, domperidone. The 

assessment used a GLCM based on FLAIR MRI, focusing on top selected texture measures in 

previous aims. For comparison, we also evaluated acute lesions in the control group without the 

domperidone add-on and non-acute lesions in both the groups with and without add-on. 

Additionally, participants were divided into low and high response groups respecting the level of 

a hormone prolactin and evaluated correspondingly.   

 

 

Finally, the overall summary, discussion, conclusion and the key findings of the thesis are 

presented in Chapter 6. The future direction is briefly discussed to further investigate the 

capability of the presented approaches in assessing disease activity and treatment impact in MS or 

other similar diseases compared with other quantitative measures from conventional or advanced 

MRI. 
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 CHAPTER 2: Literature Review 

3.1  Overview of MS 

3.1.1 General Characteristics  

MS is a chronic inflammatory demyelinating, and neurodegenerative disease that engages the 

central nervous system (CNS) [22]. Approximately 2.8 million people are affected globally [23]. 

Genetically susceptible subjects are more prone to develop MS, particularly being exposed to 

environmental factors, including smoking, latitude, and vitamin D deficiency [24]. The clinical 

symptoms of MS are demyelinated plaques inside the CNS [22]. Myelin is a spiral glial cell 

membrane around the axon. Glial cells consist of the Schwann cells in the peripheral nervous 

system and oligodendroglial cells in the CNS. The myelin sheath enhances axonal conduction 

velocity while providing protection to the surrounded axons. Oligodendrocytes also provide 

trophic support to the axons [4, 25]. The infiltration of different immune cells to the CNS causes 

inflammation and myelin damage (demyelination), which can lead to secondary macrophage 

recruitment and further demyelination [26]. When demyelination occurs, signals cannot be 

transferred as before, and the axons can go on degeneration, leading to neurologic disability in MS 

patients [27]. On the other hand, myelin can be repaired through a process known as remyelination 

that can improve nerve impulse conduction and preserve the axons from further degeneration [28]. 

However, the repaired myelin may not be exactly the same as the intact sheath (Figure 2.1), 

particularly when some degrees of axonal damage are available [29]. Overall, the key features of 

MS include demyelination, remyelination, inflammation, and axonal loss. There is currently no 

cure for MS, but some medications are beneficial to help the remyelination process and mitigate 

symptoms such as domperidone.. 
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Figure 3.1. The process of myelination, demyelination and remyelination. Remyelinated axons can 

be distinguished by their thinner myelin sheaths (Image adapted from [29]). 

 

3.1.2 MS pathology 

MS plaques are still the hallmark of MS pathology. These focal lesions can be classified into 

different types according to their pathological features, stages, changing patterns, and 

inflammatory presence. Acute, chronic active, and chronic silent lesions may happen during the 

disease course [30]. Acute lesions indicate the primary stage of lesion development and contain 

strong inflammatory infiltration and ongoing demyelination throughout the plaque. Acute plaques 

are mostly seen in RRMS and may indicate a pathologic sign of disease attack [31]. Remyelination 

occurs in MS, and the degree of remyelination might be significantly different between different 

lesions [6, 7].  
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The main pathologic feature of chronic MS lesions is multifocal demyelinated regions [26]. Their 

borders are more distinct than acute lesions because the inflammatory cells are more pronounced 

at the border of the chronic lesions, whereas they are distributed throughout the acute lesions [30]. 

Based on the type of tissue destruction, chronic lesions are divided into two main forms: chronic 

active and chronic inactive [30]. In chronic active lesions, centrifugal inflammation and 

demyelination are dominant along the edges and decline toward the center. Remyelination usually 

appear on the border of chronic active lesions [30, 31]. With respect to chronic inactive lesions, 

they are typically hypocellular accompanied by complete demyelination, and there is no apparent 

inflammation at the edges of the lesions [8]. Remyelination happens rarely in chronic inactive 

lesions, as oligodendrocytes are essentially all gone [30, 31]. 

 

3.1.3 MS subtypes 

There are different clinical forms of MS. The RRMS form is defined by inflammatory attacks  

(relapses) where complete or near complete recovery (remission) of symptoms can follow [32]. 

Up to 80% of MS patients belong to this group [33, 34]. Most of the untreated RRMS patients 

progress after a median time of 19 years from the beginning of their disease [35]. Instead of having 

a relapsing and remitting episode that can be relatively easily determined, the RRMS patients begin 

to see their illnesses advance progressively and insidiously without remission. At this stage, the 

disease form is called secondary–progressive MS (SPMS). Primary–progressive MS (PPMS) is 

another subtype of MS that affects fewer patients (10-20%). This subtype is progressive right from 

disease onset and does not feature distinct attacks [34].  
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3.2 MRI of MS  

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is one of the most effective imaging modalities for MS 

diagnosis and disease evaluation including lesion assessment [36]. However, characterizing de- 

versus re-myelinated lesions with conventional MRI is not intuitive [4, 28] (Figure 2.2). Advanced 

MRI techniques hold more promise for better detection of structural tissue changes and the disease. 

This includes methods that combine image processing techniques with conventional or advanced 

MRI, such as texture analysis [28]. The sections below will review common MRI techniques used 

in clinical or research imaging of MS.  

 

 

Figure 3.2. Histology-verified demyelinated and remyelinated lesions on MRI. Shown are 

demyelinated lesions on coronal postmortem T1-weighted (A) and T2-weighted (B) (top row); and 

fully remyelinated lesions on coronal postmortem T1-weighted (C) and T2-weighted (D) (bottom 

row) (image adapted from [37]). 
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3.2.1 Conventional MRI methods 

T1- Weighted MRI 

Conventional MRI is highly sensitive in the assessment of MS disease activity [38]. They provide 

image contrast based on tissue properties. MRI physics defines two different relaxation times in a 

tissue. Longitudinal relaxation time (T1) is the time of energy exchange when excited protons 

return to the equilibrium. T1-weighted imaging is based on the longitudinal relaxation time of 

tissues and is acquired by employing short repetition time and very short echo time. Fatty tissues 

appear bright, in contrast to non-fatty tissues which appear dark on T1-weighted MRI [39] (Figure 

2.3). In unenhanced T1-weighted images, some lesions hold an isointense appearance, but most 

appear hypointense (black hole) compared to normal-appearing white matter (NAWM) [38]. In 

the chronic stage, the hypointense appearance of MS lesions observed on pre-contrast T1-weighted 

MRI is a sign of significant and irreversible tissue damage [38, 40].  

 

Post-contrast T1-weighted imaging helps detect the breakdown of blood-brain barrier, visible with 

gadolinium enhancement [40]. Active lesions are correlated with disruption of the blood-brain 

barrier and therefore appear bright following gadolinium injection [38]. Enhanced lesions often 

hold a ring or nodular shape [41]. New MS lesions are mostly characterized as nodular regions of 

gadolinium enhancement on T1-weighted images [38]. While contrast enhancement finishes, some 

black holes become isointense. This alteration of appearance in MRI is considered a sign of tissue 

repair [38] and is sometimes used as a marker in clinical trials [42]. But there are drawbacks with 

this approach including the inherent low specificity of T1-weighted imaging to MS pathology and 

the uncertainty on how to appropriately interpret the intensity of black holes. 
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T2- Weighted MRI 

Transverse relaxation time (T2) is the time constant that protons take to loose phase coherency, 

resulting in decreasing transversal magnetization and signal loss [39]. T2-weighted imaging is 

based on the T2 relaxation time of tissues. Using a long repetition and long echo time, T2-weighted 

images are generated. High water content tissues look bright in T2-weighted images [43]. T2-

weighted imaging is effective for MS lesion detection, and most of the detected lesions show a 

round or oval shape. The lesions are spread across the CNS but are mostly seen in the 

periventricular area. Although MS is known as a white matter (WM) disease, grey matter (GM) 

can also be involved. Lesions in the GM are divided in different types based on their location: 

extended through WM and GM, restricted to the cortex, and extended from subpial areas to the 

cortical layers [44]. GM lesions are generally bright on T2-weighted imaging [40], including the 

new, active ones. Edema resolution and tissue repair change the size of these new lesions over 

time [38]. Acute MS lesions often have a more complicated appearance: hyperintense in the center 

and iso- or hypo-intense around it. T2-weighted images are not pathologically specific, and 

different lesion processes such as inflammation and de- or re-myelination cannot be easily 

discriminated by this imaging modality [40]. 
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Figure 3.3. A graphic diagram of the basic MRI physics. The red balls represent protons spinning 

around their axis and tend to align with the direction of the applied external magnetic field, B0, 

with spin-up and spin-down orientations. The resultant difference between parallel and 

antiparallel protons (blue ball) represents the protons that produce the MRI signal. The 

magnetization vector, M0, is the sum of these protons, which can be tilted in the presence of a 

second magnetic field (B1) orthogonal to B0 at the x-y plane (Mxy). When B1 is turned off, Mxy 

returns to equilibrium by two relaxation processes: T1 and T2 (a). T1 relaxation (b), T2 relaxation 

(c), T1 relaxation curve, in which tissues with short T1 (blue) and long T1 (green) values are shown 

(d) T2 relaxation curve, in which tissues with short T2 (blue) and long T2 (green) values are shown 

(image adapted from [45]). 
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Fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) MRI 

FLAIR imaging produces T2-weighted images with nulled cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). The signal 

from CSF is suppressed by employing a long delay time after a 180-degree radiofrequency pulse 

(RF) in MR imaging, which is called inversion time (TI) [46]. In addition to suppressing the CSF 

signal, the effects of blood flow are also removed by the FLAIR sequence, leading to a better 

visualization of MS lesions [47]. FLAIR images enhance the appearance of periventricular lesions 

but have less sensitivity in depicting lesions located in the brainstem or cerebellum [40]. FLAIR 

imaging is used successfully for MS lesion segmentation, particularly for lesions located in the 

periventricular and subcortical WM regions [47, 48]. The precision that FLAIR images provide in 

lesion depiction forms an important reason for them to be chosen in MS lesion segmentation [48]. 

 

3.2.2 Advanced MRI methods 

Conventional MRI images face challenges in characterizing subtle structural changes. These may 

include detecting injuries in the NAWM, presence of grey matter lesions, and changes within 

lesions such as repair. Advanced MRI methodologies may address these issues. Through advanced 

imaging we can measure pathological changes in MS lesions with additional detail and monitor 

the process of repair [39]. Examples of advanced MRI techniques that showed potential for 

assessing tissue injury and repair include diffusion–weighted imaging including diffusion tensor 

imaging (DTI) and high angular resolution diffusion–weighted imaging, magnetization transfer 

imaging (MTI), myelin water imaging (MWI), and susceptibility-weighted imaging (SWI) [49, 

50]. MTI and MWI are sensitive to myelin integrity [51, 52]. Diffusion-related imaging is used for 

myelin and axon integrity, and injury and repair assessment [49]. SWI can be used for injury and 

repair assessment, such as myelin density and iron content identification [53]. 
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Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging 

Diffusion-weighted MRI is based on the activity of water molecule movement in tissues and is 

effective in brain WM imaging. The diffusion of molecules is associated with their action of 

random motion due to the effect of thermal energy. Diffusion coefficient refers to the mean squared 

random displacement of molecules in a particular medium per time unit. The probability 

distribution of molecules displacement in free diffusion (no boundaries) is isotropic, with a 

Gaussian distribution and without any distinguished direction [54]. However, biological tissues 

consist of different components that restrict the movement of molecules (Figure 2.4) [55]. 

Therefore, the diffusion coefficient of water molecules, also called the apparent diffusion 

coefficient, in human brain is lower than the diffusion coefficient of free water molecules. This is 

partly due to the tightly attached axons, which are completely aligned and are surrounded by the 

myelin sheath as seen in healthy conditions. As a result, the displacement of water molecules in 

axons is not unrestricted [54]. 

 

 

Figure 3.4. A diagram of diffusion phenomenon. Shown are the hindered motion of extracellular 

water molecules (left), and restricted diffusion inside a cell by the cellular membranes (right) [55]. 
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The simplest kind of diffusion imaging is DWI, which is acquired by using a single pulse gradient 

spin-echo sequence in various gradient directions [56]. Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) uses a 

diffusion model with a Gaussian distribution called a tensor model to estimate tissue diffusion 

characteristics. Diffusion is orientation dependent, and acquisition in three dimensions (x, y, z) are 

needed. For DTI, at least six diffusion images are required to reconstruct diffusion indices. Several 

scalar measurements can be extracted from DTI: mean diffusion (MD), a measure of water 

movement without considering the directionality; fractional anisotropy (FA), an invariant measure 

of anisotropy and fiber directionality; axial diffusivity (AD), an estimate of diffusion parallel to 

the direction of fiber tract; and radial diffusivity (RD), a measure of diffusivity in the direction 

perpendicular to that of the fiber tract [56, 57]. As described before, the water molecules have 

different behaviors in different environments. Isotropic tissues represent an environment that has 

less restricted water movement, while anisotropic tissues feature restricted water movement. 

 

 DTI defines different diffusion characteristics of a tissue, such as magnitude, the level of 

anisotropy, and the anisotropic orientation. Different pathological processes in the brain can cause 

microstructural changes and hence water movement. In MS, pathological changes such as 

inflammation, demyelination, and axonal damage can all cause alterations in DTI. Indeed, MS 

lesions show higher MD, lower FA and higher RD compared to NAWM [58-60]. Nonetheless, 

DTI also has some limitations, the most important of which is its Gaussian distribution assumption 

for the diffusion model. It is suitable for single fiber population, but this is unrealistic in the WM 

which includes multiple fiber crossings. Therefore, new models are needed to be able to model 

non-Gaussian diffusion signals [57, 59]. 
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High Angular Resolution Diffusion Imaging (HARDI) 

The HARDI is a relatively new diffusion imaging technique. It uses a much larger number of 

diffusion gradient directions than DTI. Therefore, HARDI can capture higher angular resolution  

of diffusion signals [61, 62]. Based on the increased number of diffusion directions, HARDI 

improves the DTI fiber tracking by distinguishing multiple fiber populations [62]. Compared to 

DTI, HARDI can also depict additional microstructural details as seen in areas with multi-fiber 

crossing. Further, HARDI signal reconstruction can be model-independent employing Q-ball 

imaging method [63]. The diffusion MR signal is derived by employing the probability density 

function of the random displacement of protons. Thus, it can properly define the diffusion 

characteristics in complex tissues. Using this technique, Santis et al. characterized axonal damage 

by estimating axonal diameter in the brain of MS patients compared with healthy control subjects 

[64]. HARDI also demonstrates the ability for distinguishing fine axonal connections in the spinal 

cord [65]. One outstanding shortcoming of HARDI is the long acquisition time (10-20 minutes). 

Overall, high-resolution diffusion-weighted MRI holds considerable potential in detecting subtle 

tissue abnormalities in various systems including the CNS and is used in this thesis project [66]. 

 

Magnetization Transfer Imaging (MTI) 

MTI provides contrast based on the magnetization exchange between protons bounded to 

macromolecules (bound pool) such as myelin and protons in the surrounding free water pool. The 

bound pool of protons is first saturated with a radiofrequency (RF) pulse; when returning to the 

equilibrium, these protons transfer their magnetization to the free water pool and make it partially 

saturated. This attenuation in MR signal can be detected with use of another RF pulse. 

Consequently, MTI can detect characteristics of macromolecules indirectly [67] (Figure 2.5). 
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Myelin is a structure containing macromolecules such as proteins and lipids. MTI can be used to 

measure myelin changes with measuring magnetization transfer ratio (MTR), a measure of the 

amount of bound protons based on subtraction of images before and after the application of a 

saturation pulse. Decreased MTR relates to demyelination and MTR increase is consistent with 

remyelination [68]. MTR decline has been reported in acute and chronic MS lesions, indicating 

demyelination [38, 69]. Nevertheless, MTR values may also be affected by inflammation and 

edema, and MTR changes are not exclusively due to myelin content alteration [70]. MTR is used 

in the current study to be compared with MRI texture measurements derived from GLCM using 

postmortem data.  

 

 

Figure 3.5. Principles of magnetization transfer imaging. The signal coming from the bound 

pool, such as myelin, can be detected by magnetization transfer between the free pool, reflecting 

free water proton, and the bound pool [71]. 
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Myelin water imaging (MWI) 

The MWI is another MR technique which gives insight into myelin structure. This technique takes 

advantage of the short T2 relaxation time of water molecules inside myelin, compared to 

intracellular and extracellular water. A myelin water fraction (MWF) is calculated in MWI, which 

is the ratio of the short T2 distribution presumably originated from myelin water and the total T2 

distribution [69]. Although not in routine clinical use, MWF has been used in research for studying 

myelin characteristics in MS and other brain disorders. In a longitudinal study of lesion evolution, 

there was a considerable improvement after median follow up of 6 months in the MWF of 

gadolinium-enhanced lesions compared to non-enhanced lesions, suggesting myelin recovery [72]. 

In another study, the MWF was found to be lower in both focal lesions and the NAWM of PPMS 

patients than controls, and the lower MWF was correlated with higher clinical disability [73]. 

Similar to other MR techniques, MWI is not specific to the myelin, and other processes, such as 

inflammation and edema, must be considered in assessing MWF [74]. 

 

Susceptibility Weighted Imaging (SWI) 

The SWI takes advantage of differences in the magnetic susceptibility between tissues. It uses both 

the magnitude and phase of a gradient echo sequence to generate new imaging contrasts [75]. By 

utilizing the paramagnetic nature of deoxyhemoglobin, the SWI shows a great utility in imaging 

small vessels. The application of SWI is extended with its role in enhancing the contrast between 

WM and GM as well as water and fat, and in detecting iron in the brain. The SWI detects MS 

lesions as an area with a hypointense rim or as a hypointense nodule, and most lesions exhibit a 

central vein sign, indicating the involvement of vessels in lesion formation or evolution (41). 

Nonetheless, distinguishing paramagnetic and diamagnetic susceptibility merely based on SWI is 
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difficult [76]. Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) is an MR technique that relates the 

spatial distribution of both susceptibility and frequency by deconvolution of MRI signal  [77]. The 

QSM advances by providing more quantitative measures than SWI [77].  Both demyelination and 

iron deposition can increase tissue susceptibility as commonly seen in MS lesions, which are 

detectable by QSM [76]. One of the limitations about QSM is that it assumes the susceptibility 

being isotropic, but the susceptibility of WM is typically anisotropic with high directionality 

dependence [76]. The susceptibility tensor imaging (STI) technique may resolve this case. The 

STI measures tissue susceptibility in several directions relative to the main magnetic field and a 

susceptibility tensor can be derived for fiber tract reconstruction [76]. The shortcoming of STI is 

the need for brain rotation in the scanner that may not always be possible in practice [76].  

 

Overall, Advanced MRI techniques hold considerable potential in detecting further details of brain 

microstructure but most of them mainly serve as research sequences in clinical studies or trials. 

Conventional MRI methods are still the mainstay in clinical MS imaging. While lack of specificity 

to MS pathology based on direct assessment of MRI signal intensity, conventional MRI combined 

with pertinent image analysis techniques may improve. Accordingly, the latter becomes the core 

theme of the research chapters of this thesis project. Nonetheless, to provide proof of concept 

evidence, this project also includes comparisons with two common advanced MRI methods: DTI 

and MTI (e.g. Chapter 3/Aim1 ). For either conventional or advanced MRI, the application of 

robust image pre-processing techniques are necessary to improve image quality and consistency. 
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3.3 Image Pre-processing Techniques 

3.3.1 Inhomogeneity correction 

The imperfection of image acquisition process causes a nonuniform low-frequency intensity 

variation throughout the image (Figure 2.6) [78]. Intensity inhomogeneity is prominent in high 

magnetic field MR imaging and results in various intensities for the same tissue at different 

locations within the image [78]. 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Intensity inhomogeneity correction in brain MRI. Shown are the original image with  

inhomogeneity artifact (A), the calculated field of inhomogeneity to remove (B), and the 

inhomogeneity-corrected image (C) (images adapted from [78]). 

 

Various methodologies have been suggested in the literature for bias field correction [78, 79]. 

Nonparametric nonuniform normalization (N3) is one of the popular inhomogeneity correction 

algorithms. This approach iteratively finds the smooth multiplicative field of the tissue intensity 

distribution by maximizing the high frequency component of the distribution [80]. N4ITK is a 

modified version of N3 that improved its performance by substituting N3 bias field approximation 

with a robust B-spline approximation and a modified optimization algorithm [80]. 
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3.3.2 Brain extraction 

There are some non-brain tissues such as skull, eyes, skin, and fat in the source brain MR Images. 

The process of brain extraction removes these non-brain structures to improve the reliability of the 

subsequent image analysis steps such as lesion segmentation [81, 82] (Figure 2.7). One widely 

used brain extraction method is the brain extraction tool (BET), which is implemented in FSL 

software (Oxford, UK). 

 

 

Figure 3.7. A brain extraction example acquired from a RRMS participant in a clinical trial of 

domperidone. Shown are the original axial post-contrast T1-weighted brain MRI (A), and the 

associated brain extracted image (B) achieved using the corresponding tool (BET) from an open 

source software FSL. 

 

3.3.3 Co-registration  

Image co-registration is aligning two or more images of the same view. The images may be taken 

at different time points, from different machines, and/or from multiple viewpoints [83]. Medical 

image registration seeks an optimal spatial transformation to adjust the feature points of two 
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images (secondary and reference) concerning the spatial position and underlying anatomical 

structures [84, 85]. Image co-registration procedures mainly consist of the following [83]: 1) 

Feature detection - finding distinctive features in the image, such as edges, contours, and corners; 

2) Feature matching - assessing consistency between the detected features in the secondary and 

reference images using feature descriptors and similarity measurements; 3) Transform model 

estimation - estimating the parameters of the mapping function to match the secondary and 

reference images. The parameters are optimized by measuring the similarity and feature 

correspondence between the two images [83, 84]. Transformation models can be rigid or non-rigid 

depending on the number of parameters or the degree of freedom of the model [84]; and 4) Image 

resampling and transformation - transforming the secondary image by computed mapping function 

and proper interpolation techniques [83]. A sample registration of two MRI sequences is shown in 

Figure 2.8. 

 

 

Figure 3.8. An image co-registration example between brain MRI sequences acquired from a 

RRMS patient. Shown are a pre-contrast T1-weighted MRI (reference) (A), FLAIR MRI 

(secondary) (B), and co-registered FLAIR (C) with alignment closer to the reference image. 
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3.3.4 Denoising 

Image denoising is one of the fundamental techniques in image processing. Image denoising aims 

to recover an improved quality image from the noisy version of the image [86]. MR images can 

be corrupted by noise throughout the acquisition or transmission process [87]. Thermal noise is 

the predominant noise in MR images, represented by Gaussian and Rician distribution. Noise in 

MRI can be reduced by post-processing approaches [88]. Noise reduction methods in the spatial 

domain can be classified into two main groups – linear and non-linear filtering [89]. Gaussian and 

mean filtering are two linear filters widely used in image denoising. Non-linear filtering 

approaches perform better in edge-preserving with less blurring effect. They include anisotropic 

diffusion filtering [90], adaptive Wiener filter [91], median filter [92] and non-local mean filtering 

and its variants [93, 94]. The non-local mean filtering methodologies are very efficient in MRI 

noise reduction, particularly in the presence of Rician noise [89] as shown in the research chapters 

of this thesis.  

 

3.3.5 Normalization 

Different MR images may present different intensities, even if they are produced by the same 

scanner and protocol [95], because MRI instrumentation leads to the intensity variation of intra-

scan and inter-scan images. Consequently, image normalization is applied to images before 

quantitative image analysis [96]. Significant image intensity variations might affect the image 

texture feature extraction and evaluation, and subsequently it can influence the reproducibility of 

the related research studies [97]. Image pre-processing techniques, including image normalization, 

are effective in minimizing the impact of inter-patient and intra-patient image intensity variation. 
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It has been shown that image intensity normalization enhanced the robustness of the textural 

features and the performance of the brain tumor grade classification [97]. 

 

3.3.6 Eddy, motion, and susceptibility artifacts correction 

Eddy-current is induced in conductive materials of the MR scanner by rapidly changing magnetic 

fields, being more dominant in diffusion imaging. Eddy-current might affect gradient strength or 

direction, resulting in image distortions leading to misalignment between the captured images [98]. 

These distortions might affect the images by translation, scaling, and shearing that causes 

misregistration artifacts between conventional and diffusion MRI acquiring in a diffusion tensor 

imaging procedure [99]. During a long diffusion imaging acquisition time, the images are prone 

to motion artifacts. Another distortion related to diffusion imaging arises from the inhomogeneities 

in the magnetic field and is mainly due to susceptibility alteration within the object, known as 

susceptibility artifact [100]. In brain imaging, susceptibility artifacts are more prominent at the 

air/tissue interfaces. Susceptibility distortion leads to magnetic field inhomogeneity and affects the 

image's pixel position, resulting in mislocalization [101]. The artifacts mentioned above affect the 

accuracy, reliability, and reproducibility of diffusion-derived metrics and need to be corrected 

[100]. Several methodologies have been suggested for eddy-current and susceptibility distortion 

correction, including additional registration and transformation approaches, field mapping, and 

reversed-phase encoding [100, 101]. The Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain 

Software Library (FSL) provided the required tools to correct eddy, motion, and susceptibility 

artifacts using both graphical user interface and command-line option [101] (Figure 2.9). 
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Figure 3.9.  Susceptibility artifact in DTI acquired from a RRMS patient. Shown are the original 

image (A), where red arrows indicate distortion due to susceptibility artifacts, and the image with 

corrected eddy, motion and susceptibility artifact (B) with FSL (eddy and top-up correction). 

 

3.4 Image Texture analysis  

As noted above, MS is characterized by different pathological processes such as inflammation, 

demyelination, remyelination, and axonal damage. Such changes can jointly exist in the MRI of 

individual MS lesions or non-lesion areas, causing enormous heterogeneity in the distribution 

pattern of image signal intensity. However, assessing changes in the distribution pattern is 

challenging using human eyes. Texture analysis is a useful approach for identifying subtle 

structural changes that are not easily detectible on conventional MRI. With texture analysis 

techniques, we can extract valuable quantitative information through mathematical calculation 

with MRI [20]. Texture analysis is mainly classified into three common approaches – statistical, 

spatial frequency-based, and structural approaches, with the first two used primarily in MS studies. 

 

A B
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3.4.1 Statistical Approach 

This approach uses statistical parameters in the first or second order. First-order statistics include 

mean and variance, and second-order statistics include grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) 

and run–length matrix (RLM) [14, 20]. The GLCM is widely used in image texture analysis in 

various conditions [102-104]. It calculates how often pairs of pixels with specific values and 

specified spatial relationships occur in an image (Figure 2.10). Quantitative statistical features are 

derived from the GLCM to measure image texture [105]. Contrast, dissimilarity, angular second 

moment (ASM), entropy, and correlation are some commonly extracted features from GLCM. 

 

 

Figure 3.10. An example of GLCM computation. Shown are a grey-level image (A), a 3× 𝟑 matrix 

of the image intensity values (B), the calculated GLCM matrix for pixel distance=1, 

orientation=0, and intensity level=4 (C). 

 

Contrast 

Contrast refers to the non-linear weighted differences in image signal intensity between a pixel 

and its neighboring pixels in an image. This variable measures the extent of local variation in the 

image (texture/tissue coarseness) and is calculated by the square of grey level differences in the 

GLCM matrix [106]. Large local intensity variation leads to higher contrast values. GLCM 
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contrast is calculated by adding the multiplication of GLCM elements by a weighting factor. The 

weighting factor here is the square of the grey-level difference. So, the values increase 

exponentially from the main diagonal [107]. Contrast has been used as one of the practical GLCM 

features in different studies. In a study of brain cancer detection, contrast was used for 

classification of cancerous tissues [108]. In MS, a study found contrast as one of the most 

discriminant features in classifying the three tissue groups in MS and control – normal white 

matter, NAWM, and MS lesions [15]. 

 

Dissimilarity 

Dissimilarity refers to the weighted differences between adjacent pixels (tissue heterogeneity) 

[108]. The absolute value of the grey-level difference is used as the weighting factor for GLCM 

dissimilarity calculation. It has similar output to contrast but with linear changes from the main 

diagonal [107]. GLCM features, including dissimilarity, have been effectively used to discriminate 

MS and control, based on their retinal nerve fiber layer computed from optical coherence 

tomography [109]. A recent study also involved dissimilarity and some other GLCM features to 

classify MS from healthy control [110]. 

 

Angular second moment (ASM) 

The ASM, also called energy, represents the uniformity of the distribution of image signal 

intensity. This measure is calculated as the sum of squares of GLCM elements, which indicates 

image homogeneity [111]. The uniform spatial distribution of intensity values causes higher values 

of ASM [58]. The ASM has been used to quantify the structural changes in acute inflammation in 

muscles, showing that inflamed tissues have low ASM values. In general, it seems that injury 
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reduces tissue uniformity [112]. Another study used GLCM features to describe skin texture; 

among different GLCM features, ASM and entropy were most promising in reflecting skin tissue 

structure [113]. GLCM texture parameters, including ASM, were successfully used to differentiate 

MS lesions from the NAWM [114]. 

 

Entropy 

Entropy is originally a thermodynamic concept used in image processing to measure the degree of 

disorder or randomness of intensity distribution [113]. Entropy measures how much various 

information the image contains [111]. A more disordered texture has higher entropy [115]. An 

MRI texture analysis study of breast cancer revealed that the entropy feature from GLCM is the 

most discriminant feature for breast cancer subtype classification [116]. In a different study, 

entropy has also shown a high clustering ability to characterize myocardium muscle [117]. 

 

Correlation 

Correlation refers to the linear dependency of grey levels between neighboring pixels specified, 

which measures tissue irregularity. A constant image value has a correlation value of one, which 

implies no correlation [107]. One study used GLCM correlation, in addition to contrast and 

entropy, in combination with a convolutional neural network for MS lesion detection [118]. A 

recently utilized supervised classification, a gradient tree boosting, algorithm  and FLAIR MRI 

combined with RLM and GLCM features, including correlation, achieved high classification 

accuracy (over 98%) in identifying active MS lesions [119]. 
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3.4.2 Spatial Frequency-based Approach 

Each distinct image texture pattern also has a unique frequency distribution. The rapid and slow 

intensity changing patterns in an image reflects its frequency content. The Fourier transform is 

primarily used to describe the overall frequency characteristics of an image. However, Fourier 

transform cannot extract local frequency information. In addition, the definition of the frequency 

of the grey level change is scale dependent. Wavelet transform employs a multi-scale approach 

and is location discernable, and therefore helps characterize structural changes in heterogeneous 

tissues. However, the high computation cost of Wavelet transform is a drawback. The Stockwell 

transform is another advanced frequency-based approach that gives a unique frequency spectrum 

at each pixel. The polar form of Stockwell transform (PST) is rotationally invariant and less 

sensitive to the motion artifact present in medical images than the Stockwell transform [20]. PST 

could differentiate coarse tissue such as lesions from fine tissue like NAWM [20]. 

 

3.5 Image Classification  

3.5.1 Machine learning algorithms  

Classification is a fundamental process in data analysis. Several machine learning algorithms have 

been developed for this purpose [120]. Machine learning is the strategy that constructs computer 

algorithms to perform a particular task using given data to provide a specific outcome [121]. 

Classification is a kind of machine learning algorithm used to build a model by labeling different 

classes in the dataset or predicting the classes in a new given dataset [120]. Classification tasks 

can be categorized in three main approaches: supervised, unsupervised, and semi-supervised. 
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Supervised machine learning 

This approach uses labeled data to train the algorithm. The dataset is partitioned into train and test 

groups. By learning the pattern of data from the training set, the model is built to predict the class 

of data in the test set [122]. Some of the most common supervised machine learning methods are 

described here. 

 

Decision tree 

Decision trees use tree shape representation of the classification problem, including nodes and 

branches. Each node represents a feature, and each branch represents a decision. These algorithms 

perform classification by continuously splitting the data based on their feature values [123, 124]. 

  

Random forest 

A random forest (RF) is an ensemble of many — ideally uncorrelated — decision trees [125]. A 

bootstrap sample with replacement from the original data, and a random sample of features at each 

split are used to construct individual trees [126]. Each tree performs a classification or regression 

task, and the results of an RF represent the aggregate (majority vote or averaging) outcome from 

all trees [127, 128]. A critical parameter in RF is out-of-bag error. It is calculated using the out-of-

bag samples that have not been used for constructing tree algorithms, and the measure can be 

considered as an internal validation for those trees. The overall out-of-bag error of the RF will be 

the average prediction error calculated using the trees with all out-of-bag samples [126]. 

 

Support vector machine 
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Another commonly used machine learning algorithm is support vector machine (SVM). The SVM 

can be used for the  classification and regression problems [129]. SVM identifies margins between 

different classes in the dataset. Maximizing the margin or increasing the distance between classes 

reduces the classification error [122, 130]. The SVM can perform either linear or non-linear 

classification tasks, with use of non-linear kernel functions for the latter [131].  

 

Unsupervised machine learning 

Unsupervised machine learning algorithms do not rely on any labeled data. Unsupervised 

algorithms attempt to discover patterns and features without training with labeled data  [132]. Then 

they use the learned rules to classify patterns and trends of new data. This type of methods are 

primarily useful for clustering and feature reduction [122]. 

 

K-means clustering 

K-means is one of the most common unsupervised learning algorithms for data classification. It 

classifies the data through a pre-determined number of clusters. Several methods can be used for 

choosing k for the k-means algorithm, including using the number of expected classes in the data 

or data visualization [116]. For example, Martinez-Heras et al. considered k=2 to cluster two types 

of MS lesions based on the severity of the changes in their diffusion measurements [133]. The 

algorithm identifies k centers per cluster, and when algorithm completes, every data point is 

allocated to the nearest center [122, 134]. 
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Principal component analysis 

Principal component analysis (PCA) identifies the principal components of the data, which are 

linearly uncorrelated variables [122]. The first principal component is in the direction of the data 

demonstrating the most significant spread. The second principal component is the direction of the 

second largest variation orthogonal to the first component [135]. PCA is typically known as a 

dimensionality reduction approach that reduces the number of features to a smaller set containing 

the most information, resulting in faster and simpler computation [136].  

 

Semi-supervised machine learning 

Semi-supervised machine learning is an approach that combines supervised and unsupervised 

algorithms. It might be used in classification tasks where un-labelled data is available, and 

providing labeled data from the unlabeled data is tedious. This approach combines a small number 

of labeled data with many unlabeled data to train the model [122]. 

 

3.5.2 Percentile approach 

A percentile is a score used in statistics to split the data into two sets, indicating the value below 

or above a certain percentage. Percentile statistics were revealed as promising in classifying tissue 

types or disease activity in different studies, including those in MS [68, 137, 138]. For example, a 

previous study successfully identified highly repaired and damaged tissues in MS using the 25%ile 

and 75%ile thresholds of the MTR values [139]. A recent study utilized different percentiles of 

myelin water fraction (MWF) beside lesion volume, cortical thickness and thalamic volume to 

differentiate  RRMS from  progressive MS patients [140]. They reported 50%ile  MWF, 25%ile  

MWF, 75%ile  MWF, and 75%ile  thresholds of lesion volume as the most informative features 
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selected by PCA [140]. It has been suggested that the coarseness of MRI texture was significantly 

greater in MS lesions with tissue damage than in those with repair [17, 141], indicating that lower 

and higher percentile of texture values may be used to identify injury and repair in MS lesions. 

Therefore, percentile statistics can be implemented to determine lesion severity and classify MS 

lesion types based on the predefined percentile thresholds. 

 

3.5.3 Z-score-based approach 

Z-score is a numerical measurement that indicates the relationship of a data point to the mean of 

the dataset. It represents how many standard deviations a data point is above or below the mean. 

Z-score in MS is often used to compare cognitive impairment and disability between groups [142, 

143], or compare MS and control groups. One study used z-score for analyzing microstructural 

changes of RRMS brain tissues. They assessed tissue alteration in NAWM and lesions compared 

to controls and found significant changes in mean T1 relaxometry, T2 relaxometry, T2* 

relaxometry, and MTR, suggesting edema, demyelination, and tissue degeneration [144]. Another 

study calculated normalized z-score of Jacobian determinant values to compare the brain volume 

between children with MS and age- and sex-matched healthy controls [145]. Their results showed 

that MS subjects revealed a significant volume reduction in the thalamus and the splenium of the 

corpus callosum, as well as significant enlargement in the ventricles of the brain compared to 

control [145]. 

 

3.6 Summary 

MS is an inflammatory demyelinating disease of the central nervous system. It is characterized by 

different pathological components, including demyelination and remyelination. MRI is one of the 
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fundamental imaging modalities for studying neuropathology. However, MR images are prone to 

different noises and artifacts, which should be minimized prior to quantitative data analysis [110]. 

There are different methodologies available for image pre-processing as discussed in this chapter. 

Similarly, there are also different approaches for classifying the types of tissue pathology in MS, 

including both supervised and unsupervised algorithms. This research project focuses on 

development and validation of image processing and analysis techniques for characterizing brain 

MS pathology types, particularly regarding injury and repair such as de- and re-myelination in 

lesions. 
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 CHAPTER 3: Texture analysis in brain T2 and diffusion MRI 

differentiates histology-verified grey and white matter pathology 

types in multiple sclerosis 

 

4.1 Background 

MS pathology involves different types of tissue abnormalities. Accurate evaluation of MS 

pathology is crucial for a better understanding of disease activity and treatment impact. However, 

due to the heterogeneity of MS pathology, it is not intuitive to classify tissue pathology types using 

conventional methods. As discussed in Chapter 2, texture analysis has been effectively used to 

differentiate normal from abnormal structural alterations in various diseases, including MS. 

Furthermore, combining texture analysis with machine learning algorithms may improve the 

ability to differentiate tissue types. The goal of this chapter was to investigate whether and how 

this approach could distinguish all common types of MS pathology involving both gray and white 

matter of MS subjects, including de- and re-myelinated lesions, based on histology-informed 

postmortem MRI. In addition, for systemic understanding, this study also included recognized 

metrics of advanced MRI. The content of this chapter has been published as a manuscript [146]. 

 

4.2 Introduction 

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a complex disease of the central nervous system impacting >2.8 million 

people globally, many of whom end up with paramount disability [147].  MS pathology is highly 

heterogeneous presenting with various injury types that involve both grey and white matter, 
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including inflammatory demyelination, neuronal loss, and axonal degeneration [148]. Tissue 

repair, such as remyelination, also occurs in MS but it is incomplete and not present in all lesions 

[148]. Further, while the grey matter possess inherently lower myelin than the white matter, 

remyelination seems to be more abundant in the grey than white matter, and grey matter lesions 

also contain several subtypes [149], deserving further investigation. Accurate assessment of tissue 

pathology is critical for optimal assessment of both disease activity and treatment responses for all 

MS patients.  

 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a pivotal tool for MS measurement. However, regardless of 

the high sensitivity, conventional MRI is typically nonspecific for MS pathology [150]. Advanced 

MRI may improve in this regard , including magnetization transfer (MT) imaging (e.g. MT ratio, 

MTR), myelin water imaging, and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) [150]. For instance, MTR can 

detect changes associated with de- and re-myelination, and to a lesser extent, inflammation and 

edema [150]. DTI-based fractional anisotropy (FA) has shown various correlations with myelin 

and axonal density [151]. Nonetheless, the utility of these advanced measures for distinguishing 

different pathology types in MS requires further validation.  

 

Previous research has shown that advanced analysis of the ‘texture’ of MRI can increase its 

sensitivity and specificity to tissue pathology, including voxel-based texture analysis of DTI [18]. 

Texture analysis evaluates the distribution pattern of image voxels that reflects the structural 

integrity of the underlying tissue [106, 152]. Fozouni et al. found that voxel-wise analysis of 

diffusion texture across diffusion directions is more accurate than traditional DTI measures of 

brain structure. In MS, texture analysis using standard MRI in vivo detects lesion activity [141]; 
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differentiates persistent from transient T1 black holes [17]; and distinguishes lesions from normal 

and normal-appearing white matter (NAWM) [16]. In addition, MRI texture measures have shown 

strong correlates with myelin integrity in both post-mortem and animal studies of MS [27, 153]. 

Together with machine learning algorithms, texture analysis of standard MRI from post-mortem 

brains has also classified brain tissue types, including white matter lesions versus non-lesion areas 

in MS [19]. However, robust methods for differentiating different brain pathology types in MS 

have not been established using texture analysis, with or without machine learning techniques. 

Further, to our knowledge, there is no evidence showing the relative ability of advanced versus 

conventional MRI measures in a machine learning setting for classifying MS pathologies.  

 

The goal of this study was to address the unmet needs mentioned above. Specifically, we aimed to 

investigate the ability of MRI texture measures to differentiate histology-confirmed grey and white 

matter tissue types in MS using post-mortem brain MRI, as compared to MTR and FA. This was 

facilitated by the development of multiple new image preprocessing and analysis approaches, as 

well as new machine learning models.   

 

4.3 Materials and Methods 

4.3.1 Samples 

There were 27 formalin-fixed brain samples, one each from 15 MS patients (7 female), and 12 

from 4 matched control subjects (all female). The MS cohort included 11 secondary progressive 

MS, 1 primary progressive MS, and 3 unknown diagnoses. The mean (± standard deviation) age 

was 68.5±12.7 years for MS patients and 70.5±8.5 years for controls. Disease duration in patients 

was 29.1±13.2 years. All brain samples were coronally cut as 10-mm-thick slices prior to imaging 
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with a post-mortem delay of 5.56±2.27 hours. This study was approved by the Institutional Ethics 

Board. Informed Consent was obtained from each participant prior to death. 

 

4.3.2 Tissue type definition in histology 

Post-imaging, the brain slices were paraffin embedded and prepared for histology. Given the 

purpose of this specific study, histological assessment focused mainly on myelin characteristics 

achieved by immunostaining with myelin proteolipid protein (PLP). Analyses for other 

pathological changes such as inflammation were not included and out of the scope of the current 

study and reported somewhere else respecting cortical inflammation [154]. Briefly, for this thesis, 

the brain samples were sliced into 10-mm-thick coronal sections. Five of the sections were chosen 

based on presence of lesions on MRI and were transferred to a custom-made brain slice holder that 

was compatible for imaging using a head coil. The brain slices were then cut into half to show the 

scanning plane [155], and the tissue cutting surface was photographed to assist histology and MRI 

matching, which was further enabled by the use of white matter lesion locations and anatomical 

landmarks such as grey and white matter borders, ventricles, sulci, and gyri [155, 156]. Regions 

of interest (ROIs) were identified on anatomical MRI using an established image processing tool 

(MIPAV, NIH, USA) and then were populated to histological samples [154, 157].  

 

The initial histology types were identified as: demyelinated lesions (complete loss of myelin stain); 

diffusely abnormal white matter (DAWM, partial loss of myelin stain); normal grey and white 

matter (intact myelin stain, to match the normal appearing tissues in MRI: NAGM and NAWM), 

and remyelinated lesions (shadow plaques). Specifically, given the difficulty of differentiating 

incomplete demyelination and partial remyelination, particularly with PLP, an area of 
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remyelination was made when thin, irregularly formed myelin sheaths were observed [158]. This 

step of analyses provided seven ROI types, four in the white matter: NAWM, DAWM, 

remyelinated lesion (remWM), and demyelinated lesion (demWM), and 3 in the grey matter: 

NAGM, remyelinated lesion (remGM), and demyelinated lesion (demGM).  

 

Subsequently, the demGM was further divided into four subtypes as reported previously [159]. 

These were: type I, affecting both grey and white matter; type II, within the cortex; type III, 

subpial; and type IV, extending across the cortex. Finally, grey and white matter ROIs in control 

subjects with anatomical matching to the NAWM and NAGM regions of MS were identified for 

comparison. There were no abnormalities detected in the control specimens other than age-related 

changes. Overall, there are eleven ROI types from MS and normal brain tissues. 

 

4.3.3 Imaging protocol  

All brain slices underwent both anatomical and advanced MRI using a 7T BioSpec scanner (Bruker 

BioSpin USR70/30, Ettlingen, Germany) and an 8.6-cm-diameter radiofrequency transmit/receive 

coil (model 1P T12053V3). At imaging, the brain slices were placed in 10% buffered formalin 

within a rectangular plastic tissue container with slice surfaces aligned with the corresponding 

imaging planes. Anatomical imaging focused on T2-weighted MRI. It was acquired using a two-

dimensional multi-echo spin-echo sequence, with repetition time (TR) = 4000ms, echo time (TE) 

= 19.1/38.2/57.3ms; field of view (FOV) = 100×80mm2; matrix = 1000×800; and voxel size = 

0.10×0.10×1mm3. The imaging time was 5.20 hours. Advanced MRI included MT and diffusion 

imaging. Diffusion MRI used a twice-refocused spin-echo sequence with 3 b values (0, 1500, and 

3000s/mm2) and 30 gradient-encoding diffusion directions. The TR = 5000ms; TE = 55ms; FOV 
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= 100×80mm2; matrix = 50×40; and voxel size = 2×2×1mm3. The acquisition time was 1.26 hours. 

MT imaging used a three-dimensional gradient-recalled echo sequence with and without a 

saturation pulse. The TR = 40.9ms; TE = 12.9ms; FOV = 100×80 mm2; matrix = 1000×800; voxel 

size = 0.10×0.10×1mm3; offset frequency = 3kHz; and MT pulse flip angle α = 850°. The imaging 

duration was ~2 hours. 

 

4.3.4 Image preparation 

Image preprocessing included 5 major steps. These were: 1) linear co-registration between all 

parametric maps and the reference images, which were T2-weighted MRI, using the FLIRT 

algorithm from FSL (Oxford, UK) per subject; 2) N4 bias field correction for T2-weighted MRI 

employing the ANTs tool [160]; 3) manual brain extraction to remove image background using 

ImageJ (version 1.50i, NIH, USA); 4) intensity normalization to the range 0-255; and 5) noise 

reduction. The last three steps were applied for both T2-weighted MRI and DTI. 

 

Noise reduction in step 5 above used different approaches to account for different types of noises 

involved. T2-weighted MRI was expected to contain mainly Gaussian white additive and salt and 

pepper noises [92], which were processed by applying the mean and median filters included in 

ImageJ (NIH, USA). These filters work based on a sliding window approach. For each windowed 

region, its center value was substituted by the mean or median value of all pixels in the window 

and repeated for all windows. The mean filter is effective for eliminating Speckle (Gaussian) noise, 

whereas the median filter can remove different types of noises, including Gaussian and salt and 

pepper noises [92], as the latter is non-linear and therefore has increased edge-preserving effect. 

Diffusion images contained primarily Rician noise [161], which was corrected by using an 
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adaptive soft coefficient matching (ASCM) filter [162]. Subsequently, to increase the angular 

sampling and texture resolution of diffusion, the number of diffusion gradient directions was 

increased from 30 to 90 using an established interpolation approach [163]. Prior evidence 

suggested that texture values were more accurate with larger number of diffusion directions and 

texture measures based on 90 directions were found to be stable and competitive in assessing brain 

microstructure in animals [18]. This technique performed up-sampling of diffusion directions 

based on spherical harmonics functions and the Q-ball model; both are commonly used in 

improving the estimation of diffusion orientation distribution function [163]. The image 

processing pipelines were shown for T2-weighted and diffusion-weighted MRI as seen in Figure 

3.1. 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Image processing pipeline for T2-weighted (top row) and diffusion-weighted MRI 

(bottom row) scans. The MR images were pre-processed with the required steps and the final 

texture maps were calculated using the pre-processed MR images. 
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4.3.5 Image texture analysis 

Texture analysis with T2-weighted MRI 

Texture analysis for the prepared T2-weighted images used the grey level co-occurrence matrix 

(GLCM) method based on implementation in the scikit-image library in Python (version 2.7) 

[164]. The GLCM calculates the occurrence frequency of a pixel relative to its neighboring pixels 

at a specified distance (d) and orientation () in an image. Typically, the method evaluates pixel 

relationships in 4 orientations: 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°. To detect fine image texture, a small distance 

is preferable [165]. Our analysis applied d=1, covering all 4 directions. At each direction, the 

GLCM provided 14 features [106]. However, due to the known fact of inter-feature correlations, 

we focused only on 5 recommended features [166]: contrast, dissimilarity, angular second moment 

(ASM), entropy, and correlation. This included the average and maximum texture of the 4 

directions per feature, as well as entropy calculated using a sliding window approach (entropy 

filter). Within a window, the latter used the same equation as defined for the typical entropy in 

GLCM. Contrast detected local intensity variations in an image, indicating tissue coarseness. 

Dissimilarity assessed differences between adjacent pixel values thereby indicating tissue 

heterogeneity. The ASM measured the similarity between pixel values, which highlighted tissue 

homogeneity. Entropy examined the randomness of pixel values, indicating tissue complexity. 

Finally, correlation assessed the dependency between neighboring pixels, suggesting tissue 

irregularity [106, 108]. Furthermore, to assess how image resolution impacts texture outcomes, 

T2-weighted images from three MS subjects who had the most ROIs were further investigated. 

These images were down-sampled from 800x1000 to a clinical equivalent matrix size of 320x400 

(image resolution also changed from 10 to 1 pixel/mm). The resulting texture outcomes were 

compared between original and down-sampled images using Wilcoxon rank sum test. 
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Texture analysis with diffusion MRI 

Diffusion texture analysis also used the GLCM theory, but it followed a new, direction-based 

approach [18], where each pixel was associated with a specific vector of diffusion values across 

directions (Figure 3.2). This calculation used the lower b value (b = 1500s/mm2) data, as this option 

provided a greater anatomical contrast and appeared less noisy than the higher b value data 

according to our preliminary experiments. Based on diffusion values from all 90 directions per 

pixel interpolated from the original DTI, we computed 2 new texture features: diffusion ASM and 

diffusion entropy. This analysis excluded the other GLCM features as they all required more 

neighboring pixel information [106] than were available here from individual vectors.  

 

 

Figure 4.2. Diagram of directionality upsampling and texture analysis for diffusion MRI. The 

number of diffusion directions were interpolated from 30 (A) to 90 (B) using the theory of spherical 

harmonics and Q-ball model. Texture analysis was done across the interpolated diffusion 

directions per voxel using the equations (C) as defined in the GLCM for 2 parameters (D): 

diffusion angular second moment (ASM, left), and diffusion entropy (right). Shown are coronal 

sections obtained from the anterior part of the brain. Note: 𝒑(𝒙𝒊): probability of a diffusion value 

repeating across gradient directions; 𝒙𝒊: diffusion values in each direction. 
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4.3.6 MTR and DTI assessment 

All quantitative imaging maps were calculated for the whole image initially. MTR calculation used 

this equation: (𝑀0 −  𝑀𝑠)/𝑀0 ∗ 100, with 𝑀0 and 𝑀𝑠  representing non-saturated and saturated 

MT signal, respectively [159]. DTI analysis focused on FA, as it was one of the most frequently 

used and promising DTI metrics [151]. FA computation used the FDT Toolbox (FDT) included in 

FSL based on our interpolated 90-direction data. Eventually, mean ROI values were used in 

subsequent analyses to minimize the impact of differences in ROI size. 

 

4.3.7 Tissue type classification based on all available imaging features 

To assess the likelihood of classifying different tissue types, we started with all available imaging 

measures (texture, MTR, and FA) using a random forest (RF)-based machine learning method. 

The RF is an ensemble of many, ideally uncorrelated, decision trees [125]. Each tree performs a 

classification or regression, and the aggregate outcome from all trees achieved by majority vote or 

averaging highlights the final results of a RF [128]. Our RF classifiers contained 500 trees each. 

Each classification was repeated 10 times based on a 10-fold cross validation scheme, with 9 folds 

of the data for training and 1 (one) fold for testing each time. For tissues that had a relatively small 

sample size (e.g., remWM and DAWM), a reduced number of folds (6 and 9) was used instead of 

10 to keep individual fold sizes equivalent across experiments. To explore inter-patient variability, 

we also performed leave-one-out analyses on a patient basis using a different RF, for three example 

groups: across all four WM tissue types, three GM tissue types, and between de- and re-myelinated 

lesions from both grey and white matter. Model evaluation used recognized metrics including 

accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity where applicable. Performance comparison between 

classifiers used the kappa statistic [167], which measured differences between the observed 
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accuracy and random accuracy; the higher the Kappa, the better performance the classifier. This 

study defined 5 kappa criteria: 0.01–0.20, 0.21–0.40, 0.41–0.60, 0.61–0.80, and 0.81–1.00, 

reflecting minimal, fair, moderate, substantial, and almost perfect agreement, respectively [167]. 

 

In addition, as our data was not entirely balanced between classes initially, we performed another 

set of tissue classifications based on ‘balanced data’ achieved by adjusting sample weights in 

associated classes for comparison. Several other approaches including oversampling or 

undersampling are also capable of handling imbalanced data, but these methods could cause 

artificial data or data loss and therefore are less favorable than sample weight adjustment [168]. In 

this study, we adjusted data balance by assigning higher weight to the minority class and lower 

weight to the majority class. Specifically, for class (a), its weight was calculated as: total number 

of samples / (number of classes* number of samples in class (a)) [169]. Classifier comparison used 

the same criteria set above, based on Kappa statistic. 

 

Further, using the balanced data approach, we also developed new multi-label classification 

models for predicting unseen data as an additional evaluation step. This involved 4 RF models for 

all associated multi-label grey and white matter tissue groups. In each classification, the data was 

split into training and testing at a ratio of 70:30. Model development was done through cross 

validation used the training data, which was further split into 3 to 8 folds depending on sample 

size. Model evaluation used the corresponding held-out testing dataset. 
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4.3.8 Feature selection  

Following the classifications, we performed feature ranking using a recursive feature elimination 

(RFE) method [170]. In brief, the RFE started with a RF built on all variables. After a classification 

procedure, the importance of each variable was defined based on the ‘error index’ associated with 

individual variables, and the variable of least importance was removed. After each classification 

step, a new RF model was generated using the remaining variables. This process repeated until a 

single variable or a minimum subset of variables were left in a model [170]. The performance of 

a RF was estimated at each iteration through RFE based on out-of-bag samples, which were the 

held-out data for model testing. Eventually, the feature subsets providing the smallest classification 

error (highest RFE accuracy) were selected [171]. Finally, while RFE was performed for each 

classification, only features associated with RF models showing moderate to almost perfect kappa 

accuracy were evaluated in subsequent analyses.  

 

4.3.9 Comparison of classifications based on different imaging modalities 

To compare the utility of different types of imaging features, we developed RF models for both 

binary and multi-label classifications using features from each modality alone. Specifically, we 

compared MTR with FA and with top-performing MRI texture features, with each feature fed into 

the model separately. Model development followed similar procedures as described above (Section 

2.7), followed by accuracy and Kappa assessment. 

 

4.3.10 Group comparison of tissue types based on selected imaging features 

Group comparisons included all combinations of grey and white matter tissue groups identified 

above and all the associated RFE features. Tissue type comparison used one-way Kruskal-Wallis 
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to accommodate non-Gaussian distribution of the features, followed by correction for multiple 

comparisons using the Dunn test, where p<0.05 was considered significance. Statistical analyses 

were performed using R (version 3.6.3) [172].  

 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Sample outcomes 

There were 435 ROIs examined from MS patients. Each patient had 4–123 ROIs, 2–82 from the 

grey matter, and 1–41 from the white matter (Table 3.1). The control subjects had 160 ROIs (95 

grey matter and 65 white matter ROIs), ranging 7–23 per subject. The ROI size ranged 160–4669 

pixels in grey matter lesions, and 229–1264 pixels in white matter lesions. Texture analysis 

generated 33 feature maps per subject: 31 from T2-weighted MRI [5 GLCM features X 6 choices 

each (4 directions + 2 directional average and maximum) + entropy filter], and 2 from DTI. 

Together with MTR and FA, there were 35 imaging features in total per ROI for further assessment 

(Figure 3.3).  

 

Table 4.1. Number of regions of interest by tissue type in each MS brain sample examined.  

MS case 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Total 

NAWM 1 3 4 - 2 1 2 1 1 18 1 1 1 1 1 38 

DAWM 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 - - 10 

WML - 1 1 - 1 - - 1 - 22 3 1 - - 33 63 

NAGM 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 7 17 - 15 1 9 1 63 

GML  4 12 12 2 1 8 - 6 4 65 19 33 3 14 78 261 

    Type I - 8 - 2 - 2 - - - 33 - 3 - 2 20 70 

    Type II 3 1 3 - - - - - 1 2 - 2 1 2 3 18 

    Type III 1 2 4 - 1 3 - 2 2 12 4 11 2 4 29 77 

    Type IV - 1 2 - - 1 - 1 1 18 13 17 - 6 24 84 

Note: NAWM: normal appearing white matter; DAWM: diffusely abnormal white matter; WML: de- and 

re- myelinated white matter lesions; NAGM: normal appearing grey matter; GML: demyelinated grey 

matter lesions; Type I-IV: four types of GML. 
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Figure 4.3. Example images and feature maps examined in this study. Top panel shows an T2-

weighted MR image from a coronal brain section along with example regions of interest (color 

outlines, A), and the corresponding histology image and tissue regions (arrows) stained with 

Proteolipid protein for myelin (B). Bottom panel shows the calculated imaging feature maps. In 

the top row (C-F), they are: T2-contrast, T2-dissimilarity, T2- angular second moment (ASM), and 

T2-entropy. In the bottom row (G-J), they are: T2-correlation, T2-entropy filter, magnetization 

transfer ratio (MTR), and fractional anisotropy (FA). All direct GLCM features (the first 5) shown 

are the mean from all 4 directions computed. 
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4.4.2 Tissue classification results based on all available features  

Model performance varied across tissue classification groups. Based on all possible combinations 

of grey and white matter ROI types in MS and control subjects, there were 20 RF groups, with 

each containing 2-4 tissue types. Without adjustment of data balance, 13 of 20 RF models achieved 

moderate to almost perfect kappa performance (Table 3.2; Supplementary Figure 3.1). In general, 

the classification of white matter tissue groups performed better than grey matter groups (accuracy 

= 0.85-0.97; kappa = 0.76-0.94 versus accuracy = 0.59-0.89; kappa = 0.41-0.60). Within the white 

matter, classification between NAWM and demWM was the best, followed by DAWM versus 

demWM, and then NAWM versus DAWM. The classification between MS NAWM and normal 

white matter also achieved a high accuracy of 0.83 and kappa of 0.67. Regarding the grey matter, 

classification between Type I and Type III demGM was the best, followed by NAGM versus 

demGM, and among NAGM, remGM, and demGM. Further, classification between demyelinated 

and remyelinated lesions from both grey and white matter achieved substantial performance 

(accuracy = 0.86; kappa = 0.55). The sensitivity and specificity of the models showed a similar 

trend except for Type 1 versus Type II demGM lesions, which had the highest sensitivity 

(Supplementary Table 3.1). Additional tests using leave-one-out models by patient revealed 

comparable performance: the classification accuracy and kappa were 0.84 and 0.75 respectively 

among white matter tissue groups (NAWM, DAWM, remWM, and demWM), 0.84 and 0.47 

among grey matter tissue groups (NAGM, remGM, and demGM), and 0.85 and 0.51 between the 

joint de- and re-myelinated lesion groups from grey and white matter.  
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Based on data balanced with sample weight adjustment, the RF models showed a slight 

improvement in multiple evaluation metrics in some tissue groups, but the overall performance 

was essentially similar to that on data without balance adjustment (Supplementary Table 3.2).  

 

In predicting unseen data, the newly developed multi-label models achieved an equivalent 

performance to the corresponding cross-validation models noted above. Specifically, the 4-label 

white matter model performed the best that had a substantial Kappa. It was followed by the 4-label 

de- and re-myelinated grey and white matter lesion model and then the 3-label grey matter tissue 

model; both showed a moderate Kappa. The 4-label demGM lesion model had the lowest 

performance, with kappa below the moderate cut-off (Table 3.3). 

 

Table 4.2. The performance of RF models and RFE-selected features for models with moderate to 

perfect Kappa using data without balance adjustment. 

Moderate-perfect Kappa groups Accuracy

Mean/Std  

Kappa RF-RFE selected features 

NAWM/demWM 0.97/0.05 0.94 T2-contrast, FA 

DAWM/demWM 0.96/0.08 0.83 T2-contrast, T2-dissimilarity  

NAWM/DAWM/remWM/demWM  0.85/0.05 0.76 T2-contrast, T2-dissimilarity 

NAWM/DAWM 0.92/0.11 0.72 T2-contrast, T2-ASM, T2-Entropy filter  

Normal WM/NAWM 0.83/0.1 0.67 T2-entropy filter, Diffusion ASM & entropy, MTR 

Type I/Type III 0.80/0.10 0.6 T2-correlation, T2-entropy filter 

NAGM/demGM 0.89/0.05 0.56 T2-contrast, T2-dissimilarity, T2-entropy filter,  

remWM/demWM/remGM//demGM 0.86/0.03 0.55 T2-contrast, T2-dissimilarity, MTR 

NAGM/remGM/demGM  0.85/0.04 0.49 T2-contrast, T2-dissimilarity, T2-entropy filter  

Type III/Type IV 0.72/0.10 0.44 T2-dissimilarity, T2-ASM, T2-correlation 

Type I/Type II 0.86/0.09 0.42 T2-ASM, T2-correlation 

Type I/Type IV 0.71/0.10 0.42 T2-correlation, Diffusion entropy 

Type I/II/III/IV 0.59/0.09 0.41 T2-contrast, T2-ASM, T2-correlation  

Notes: RF-RFE: random forest-recursive feature elimination; and Std: standard deviation. The kappa values 

represent: Moderate accuracy: 0.41–0.60; Substantial accuracy (underlined): 0.61–0.80; and Almost Perfect 

accuracy (bold): 0.81–1.00. 
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Table 4.3. Multi-label classification accuracy and Kappa on unseen data 

Tissue groups Accuracy Kappa 

NAWM/DAWM/remWM/demWM  0.89 0.79 

remWM/demWM/remGM//demGM 0.87 0.53 

NAGM/remGM/demGM  0.85 0.56 

Type I/II/III/IV 0.48 0.24 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Supplementary Figure 3.1. Example T2-weighted MRI (A), and top selected feature maps (B) from 

tissue groups (bottom labels of the plots) with moderate, substantial or almost perfect Kappa 

performance (bottom to top row) in RF classifications. ROIs with the shade of white and red are 

normal appearing and lesions in grey and white matter, respectively. Green ROI represents 

diffusely abnormal white matter. 
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Supplementary Table 3.1. Sensitivity and specificity for unbalanced data classification tasks 

Moderate to perfect Kappa groups Sensitivity Specificity 

NAWM-DAWM 0.77 0.95 

NAWM-demWM 0.93 0.98 

DAWM-demWM 0.83 0.97 

NAWM/DAWM/remWM/demWM 0.56 0.93 

Normal WM- NAWM 0.78 0.87 

NAGM-demGM 0.95 0.59 

NAGM/remGM/demGM 0.51 0.81 

Type I- Type II 0.96 0.43 

Type I- Type III 0.77 0.8 

Type I- Type IV 0.67 0.69 

Type III- Type IV 0.64 0.76 

Type I/II/III/IV 0.47 0.85 

remWM/demWM/remGM//demGM 0.21 0.74 

 

Supplementary Table 3.2. Sensitivity and specificity for balanced data classification tasks 

Moderate to perfect Kappa groups Sensitivity Specificity 

NAWM-DAWM 0.77 0.95 

NAWM-demWM 0.96 1 

DAWM-demWM 0.85 0.97 

NAWM/DAWM/remWM/demWM 0.56 0.93 

Normal WM- NAWM 0.79 0.87 

NAGM-demGM 0.95 0.58 

NAGM/remGM/demGM 0.5 0.8 

Type I- Type II 0.96 0.45 

Type I- Type III 0.81 0.79 

Type I- Type IV 0.69 0.72 

Type III- Type IV 0.66 0.77 

Type I/II/III/IV 0.48 0.85 

remWM/demWM/remGM//demGM 0.39 0.85 
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4.4.3 Selected features contributing to moderate to almost perfect classification  

RFE assessment showed that texture features ranked the highest in each of the 13 classification 

tasks showing moderate to almost perfect performance, particularly T2 MRI texture measures 

(Table 3.2; Figure 3.4). Among texture features, T2- GLCM contrast (T2-contrast) and T2- GLCM  

dissimilarity (T2-dissimilarity) were most frequently selected. Out of the directional texture 

measures, the average and maximum T2 MRI texture of all 4 directions were chosen the most 

(Table 3.4). Further, the average features were selected slightly more than the maximum features 

based on the top-ranked features (T2-contrast and T2-dissimilarity), and therefore were used in 

subsequent analyses. 

 

In classifying WM tissue types of MS, T2-contrast and T2-dissimilarity were the most selected 

RFE features, with T2-contrast chosen most frequently. FA was selected once in classifying 

NAWM from DAWM. Between control white matter and NAWM in MS, diffusion texture 

measures (ASM and entropy), T2-entropy filter, and MTR were the top selected features. 

 

In GM tissue type classifications, T2-contrast, T2-dissimilarity, and T2-entropy filter were the 

most frequently selected RFE features, either across all 3 tissue types or between NAGM and 

demGM in MS (see Table 2). Between demGM types (I-IV), T2- GLCM correlation (T2-

correlation) was the top feature in each classification scheme, followed by T2- GLCM ASM (T2-

ASM), and then other T2 and diffusion texture features. Between de- and re-myelinated lesions 

from both grey and white matter, T2 texture features (T2-contrast and T2-dissimilarity) stayed as 

top classifying features, followed by MTR. 
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Figure 4.4. Outcomes of the recursive feature elimination method. Shown are results from 5 tissue 

groups with substantial to almost perfect Kappa performance in random forest classifications. The 

vertical dash lines indicate the locations of accuracy thresholds used to select the top-ranking 

variables. The plotted tissue groups are: NAWM/DAWM/remWM/demWM (A), NAWM/demWM 

(B), DAWM/demWM (C), NAWM/ DAWM (D), and normal white matter/NAWM (E). Note: 

NAWM=normal appearing white matter; DAWM=diffusely abnormal white matter; remWM and 

demWM=re- and de-myelinated white matter lesions.  

 

Table 4.4. The frequency of GLCM features selected by RF-RFE.  

Feature 0 45 90 135 Average Max 

T2-contrast 2 2 1 3 5 3 

T2-dissimilarity - - 1 2 2 1 

T2-entropy - - - - - - 

T2-ASM 2 2 - 1 - 1 

T2-correlation 2 1 3 1 1 3 

Total 6 5 4 7 8 8 

Note: Average = mean value of all 4 directions; Max = maximum value of all 4 directions. 
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4.4.4 Classification performance based on individual imaging modalities  

Based on results in feature selection analysis, T2-contrast and T2-dissimilarity were the top 2 

ranked texture features. Therefore, these 2 features were used to compare with the advanced MRI 

measures: MTR and FA, based on the balanced data approach. In both binary and multi-label 

classification tasks, both texture features performed better than MTR or FA, where the latter did 

not show considerable difference (Table 3.5). Further, no models based on single feature alone, 

texture-based or not, performed better than the corresponding models based on combined features 

(Table 3.2; Supplementary Tables 3.1&3.2).  

 

Table 4.5. Binary and multi-label classification accuracy and Kappa based on individual modality 

features with data following balance adjustment 

Tissue groups Contrast  

(Accuracy/Kappa) 

Dissimilarity  

(Accuracy/Kappa) 

MTR 

(Accuracy/Kappa) 

FA 

(Accuracy/Kappa) 

NAWM-demWM 1.00/1.00 

 

1.00/1.00 

 

0.68/0.36 

 

0.45/-0.11 

 
NAWM/DAWM/remWM/demWM 0.75/0.59 0.78/0.63 

 

0.53/0.24 

 

0.28/-0.13 

 
NAWM-DAWM 

 

0.87/0.51 

 

0.86/0.54 

 

0.76/0.2 

 

0.77/0.36 

 
NAGM-demGM 

 

0.82/0.39 

 

0.83/0.41 

 

0.72/-0.04 

 

0.79/0.15 

 
NAGM/remGM/demGM 0.78/0.38 0.79/0.39 

 

0.66/0.05 

0.69 

 

0.58/-0.07 

 
DAWM-demWM 

 

0.8/0.35 

 

0.85/0.42 

 

0.7/-0.1 

 

0.7/-0.1 

 
remWM/demWM/remGM//demGM 0.74/0.34 0.76/0.3 

 

0.64/0.03 

 

0.63/-0.09 

 
Normal WM/NAWM 

 

0.53/0.05 0.46/-0.05 0.55/0.09 0.5/-0.01 

Type III- Type IV 

 

0.51/0.04 

 

0.57/0.15 

 

0.48/-0.02 

 

0.46/-0.08 

 

 

 

Type I- Type III 

 

0.51/0.03 

 

0.59/0.18 

 

0.45/-0.09 

 

0.44/-0.1 

 
Type I/II/III/IV 0.31/0.01 0.39/0.11 

 

0.24/-0.05 

 

0.33/0.06 

 
Type I- Type II 

 

0.69/0 

 

0.71/0.02 

 

0.72/0.02 

 

0.69/-0.03 

 
Type I- Type IV 

 

0.47/-0.05 

 

0.51/0.03 

 

0.58/0.17 

 

0.53/0.07 
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4.4.5 Group comparison outcomes based on selected features 

Texture features outperformed MTR and FA in classifying white matter tissue types  

Considering all combinations of white matter tissue groups, there were 6 RFE features chosen: 4 

from T2 MRI texture analysis (contrast, dissimilarity, ASM, entropy filter), and 2 from advanced 

MRI: MTR and FA (see Table 3.2). Kruskal-Wallis tests showed that T2-texture features 

differentiated more white matter tissue groups than MTR (2 groups) and FA (1 group). Further, 

T2-contrast and T2-dissimilarity were the only features that differentiated NAWM from DAWM, 

and DAWM from demWM significantly. Likewise, T2-ASM and T2-entropy filter significantly 

differentiated NAWM from all other white matter tissue types. Between normal white matter and 

MS NAWM, while the RFE selected 3 types of features (2 diffusion-texture, 1 T2-texture, and 

MTR), only diffusion ASM and diffusion entropy achieved significance in this step. Furthermore, 

the direction of changes in texture values was more consistent in texture measures than MTR or 

FA. T2-ASM was descending from the NAWM to DAWM and to remWM, then to demWM. 

Conversely, changes in tissue complexity-associated measures (T2-contrast, T2-dissimilarity, and 

T2-entropy filter) showed the opposite direction. The features were ascending from the NAWM 

to DAWM and to remWM, then to demWM (Figure 3.5). Additionally, using the top-ranked 

features: contrast and dissimilarity, texture analysis of the down-sampled T2-weighted images 

showed the same trend in comparing WM tissue types. The most difference remained between 

NAWM and demWM (Figure 3.6 & Figure 3.7).  
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Figure 4.5. Group comparison of tissue types in brain white matter of MS patients (first 5 plots) 

and controls (the last 2 plots). Shown are parameters that show significance after being selected 

by the recursive feature ranking algorithm. The Y-axis of T2- GLCM contrast and T2- GLCM 

dissimilarity is in the logarithmic scale to increase visibility of the differences. Note: ASM= 

angular second moment; NAWM= normal-appearing white matter; DAWM= diffusely abnormal 

white matter; remWM= remyelinated lesions; demWM= demyelinated lesions; NWM= normal 

white matter. The stars indicate significance values: *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001. The boxes 

are interquartile range (IQR), the lines are the median, and the grey dots are the mean. 
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Figure 4.6. Example original (top) and down-sampled (bottom) T2-weighted MRI and the 

associated texture maps from postmortem brain samples used in this study. Images in A and D 

represent original images. The arrows in A indicate white matter lesion areas without (red arrow) 

and with (green arrow) remyelination. The texture maps represent T2- GLCM contrast (B) and 

T2- GLCM dissimilarity (C) from original and from down-sampled (E & F) T2-weighted MRI, 

respectively, averaged from all 4 directions of the GLCM. The texture maps derived from down-

sampled MRI (pixel size=1 x 1) still show the same pattern as those computed from the original 

high resolution T2-weighted MRI  (pixel size=0.1 x 0.1). 
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Figure 4.7. Texture comparison between WM tissue groups of three MS subjects using down-

sampled T2-weighted images. The differences in T2- GLCM contrast and T2- GLCM dissimilarity 

between WM tissue groups maintain the same trend as using original images (see figure 3.5). 

NAWM= normal-appearing white matter; remWM= remyelinated lesions; demWM= 

demyelinated lesions; NWM= normal white matter. The stars indicate significance values: 

*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001. The boxes are interquartile range (IQR), the lines are the 

median, and the grey dots are the means. 

 

T2 texture features alone differentiated grey matter tissue types  

In classifying different combinations of grey matter tissue types, the top rankings in RFE included 

T2 texture features only (contrast, dissimilarity, and entropy filter). Kruskal-Wallis analysis 

revealed that all the 3 T2 texture features were significant in differentiating NAGM from demGM, 

and NAGM from remGM, where the features were significantly lower in the NAGM than demGM 

and remGM. Between demGM and remGM, these T2 texture features were not significantly 

different (p=0.20 to 0.70; Figure 3.8). 

 

Among the 4 demGM subtypes, 3 of the 6 RFE features showed significance in pair-wise 

comparisons. Specifically, T2-ASM and T2-entropy filter each differentiated 3 tissue pairs after 
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correction for multiple comparisons, more than T2-correlation that discriminated 2 pairs. The 

significance of differentiation was also greater in the former than the latter, particularly T2-ASM 

(see Figure 3.8).  

 

T2 texture features differentiated de- and re-myelinated lesions in the white matter 

Out of the 3 RFE features (T2-contrast, T2-dissimilarity, and MTR) that classified de- and re-

myelinated lesions combined from grey and white matter, only the 2 T2 MRI texture features 

retained significance in Kruskal-Wallis analysis, not MTR (p=0.9). In post-hoc assessments using 

the Dunn test, both the texture features were significant in separating demWM from remWM, yet 

not demGM from remGM (p=1.0 and 0.8; Figure 3.9).  

 

 

Figure 4.8. Group comparison of tissue types in brain grey matter of MS patients. Shown are 

parameters that show significance after being selected by the recursive feature ranking algorithm. 
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The Y-axis of T2-GLCM contrast and T2-GLCM dissimlarity is in the logarithmic scale to increase 

visibility of the differences. Note: ASM= angular second moment; NAGM= normal-appearing 

grey matter; remGM= remyelinated grey matter lesions; demGM= demyelinated grey matter 

lesions; Type (I-IV): cortical lesion types. *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001. The boxes are 

interquartile range (IQR), the lines are the median, and the grey dots are the mean. 

 

 

Figure 4.9. Group comparison of remyelinated and demyelinated lesions in both grey and white 

matter of MS brains. Shown are parameters that show significance after being selected by the 

recursive feature ranking algorithm. The Y-axis is in the logarithmic scale to increase visibility of 

the differences. Note: remWM and demWM = remyelinated and demyelinated white matter lesion; 

remGM and demGM = remyelinated and demyelinated grey matter lesion. The stars indicate 

significance values: *p<0.05; **p<0.01. The boxes are interquartile range (IQR), the lines are 

the median, and the grey dots are the mean. 

 

4.5 Discussion  

Using pathology-verified brain MRI scans, this study assessed the potential of texture analysis 

using T2-weighted and diffusion images for differentiating tissue types in MS as compared to 2 

common advanced MRI measures. In particular, through upsampling of diffusion MRI directions, 
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this study provided new measures of DTI texture. Overall RF-based analyses suggested that MRI 

texture measures outperformed MTR and FA, and that T2 texture features were greater than 

diffusion texture features, with or without adjustment of data balance. Further, based on balanced 

data, the multi-label classification models performed equivalently in predicting unseen data to the 

cross-validated models, and models based on multi-modality features were superior to models 

using a single modality feature for both binary and multi-label classifications. In subsequent group-

based assessments, T2 texture features were still significant in dividing lesions from non-lesion 

areas, subtypes of demGM, and demyelinated from remyelinated lesions. 

 

The GLCM is one of the most commonly used statistical texture analysis methods. Based on 

second-order texture features, numerous investigations have shown the promise of GLCM to 

characterize tissue abnormalities including that occurs in MS [16, 108], but few with pathological 

confirmation. In this study, our T2-MRI analysis focused on 5 recommended second-order GLCM 

features, among which T2-contrast, T2-dissimilarity, and T2-entropy filter showed the most 

importance in distinguishing demyelinated lesions from non-lesion areas seen in both grey and 

white matter. GLCM features reflect changes not only in image signal intensity, but also in signal 

distribution patterns, which in theory reflects the structural integrity of the underlying tissue. 

Previous evidence has already shown close relationships between MRI signal intensity and the 

degree of myelination [173]. In MS, tissue damage increases from the NAWM to DAWM, and to 

demWM, and demyelination was found to be more severe than axonal loss in the DAWM [174]. 

Consistently, our top-ranked T2 texture measures in this study were worst in demWM, and worse 

in DAWM than NAWM, suggesting their sensitivity to the pattern of structural organizations, 

including myelin integrity. Further, our preliminary experiments using the down-sampled brain 
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MRI revealed comparable results, although not all analyses reached significance, likely due in part 

to the small sample size tested. It is worth noting that texture analysis is typically more sensitive 

to structural differences than image signal intensity alone but is not necessarily specific. The 

encouraging performance of our texture measures could be due to several factors, including the 

joint use of machine learning algorithms (the RFs), which have the ability to achieve optimal 

decisions using even weakly specific variables [175]. Our preliminary leave-one-out analysis 

showed similar results, indicating that our findings were primarily due to imaging feature 

differences at the tissue type level rather than variations at the patient level.  

 

MT imaging and DTI are two of the most commonly used methods in assessing tissue pathology 

in neurological diseases including MS [176]. Therefore, comparing model performance with 

features from these two modalities is reasonable. In the current study, MTR was among the RFE-

significant features in classifying de- and re-myelinated lesions from grey and white matter as well 

as normal white matter and NAWM, whereas FA was RFE important in classifying NAWM and 

demWM. But they differentiated much fewer tissue groups than T2 MRI texture features. To 

confirm our results, we have also taken analyses using data with balance adjustment. Data 

imbalance is common in medical imaging and may cause bias toward the majority class that affects 

model outcome [177]. Our results demonstrated that when all variables were considered, the 

classification models performed similarly with or without data balance adjustment, despite mild 

improvement for the former. These findings were further verified by the multi-label models in 

predicting completely unseen data, where all classifications achieved competitive performance 

compared to models trained through cross-validation. When comparing features from each 

modality alone, we observed similar findings. Based on balanced data, both T2-contrast and T2-
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dissimilarity performed better than MTR or FA, although models using either T2 texture feature 

alone did not perform as competitive as models using combined imaging features.  

 

Similar mechanisms may apply to the comparisons between grey matter tissue types. Essentially, 

the same T2 texture features identified in classifying white matter tissue types also differentiated 

NAGM from remGM or demGM. Between subtypes of demGM, T2-correlation showed the most 

consistency in RF classifications. Likewise, in subsequent group comparisons, only T2 texture 

measures showed significance. Compared to white matter pathology, cortical lesions possess 

slightly different pathological changes including demyelination, axonal transection, neuronal/glial 

loss, and inflammation [159]. In addition, Type I lesions hold relatively high myelin density as 

they occupy both grey and white matter, and type III lesions are under the pial surface that has low 

myelin density. Therefore, the detection of significant differences between types I and III lesions 

by T2-ASM, T2-entropy filter and T2-correlation may suggest their sensitivity to myelin content, 

although inflammation may also play a role. This is because type I lesions are the only subtype 

that involves white matter that is known to be more severe in the infiltration of inflammatory cells 

than grey matter in MS, which could make type I lesions more inflammatory than type II and type 

III lesions [178]. In a prior post-mortem study, type I lesions showed higher MTR, suggesting 

greater myelin content, than type III lesions [159]. In the present study, however, no advanced 

MRI measures showed significance in differentiating grey matter pathology. Further, our T2-ASM 

and T2-entropy filter measures also classified type III and type IV lesions. Because these 2 types 

of lesions seem to have similar inflammatory involvement, and type IV lesions extend to the higher 

myelin density area, the separation between types III and IV lesions might also highlight the 
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relevance of T2-ASM and T2-entropy filter with myelin content. Nonetheless, no measures 

differentiated types II and III or types I and IV lesions, deserving further investigation.  

 

Differentiating de- and re-myelinated lesions has been a long-term challenge in demyelinating 

diseases including MS. To provide proof-of-concept evidence, we combined all available grey and 

white matter lesions in the analyses based on all computed imaging measures. While both T2 MRI 

texture features (T2-contrast, T2-dissimilarity) and MTR ranked high in RFE, only the T2 texture 

measures showed significance, particularly in comparing white matter de- and re-myelination. 

Histopathologically, MS lesions with myelin repair may have contributed to a more uniform tissue 

pattern than those without [179], resulting in lower T2-contrast and T2-dissimilarity. In addition, 

myelin debris is abundant in demyelinated lesions, which should also cause increased MRI texture 

inhomogeneity, as compared to debris clearance in remyelinated lesions [180]. In the grey matter, 

while RF models classified de- and re-myelinated lesions with competitive performance, the 

significance was lost in post-hoc analyses. The unique entities of tissue structure and pathology in 

the grey matter might have played a role. For instance, there is a greater density of 

oligodendrocytes, higher number of myelin internodes, and lower degree of inflammation and 

therefore less clearance of myelin debris in the grey matter [181], which could lead to more 

complex patterns of lesion texture than the white matter. Moreover, the myelin content is 

considerably lower in the grey matter, making precise detection of feature pattern differences more 

challenging using MRI than white matter. In the literature, several studies support the utility of 

texture analysis for studying de- and re-myelination. Using an animal model of MS [153], the 

authors not only detected texture changes in demyelination induced by a toxic diet in different 

brain regions, but also occurrence of remyelination, based on a statistical texture feature selected 
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by a stepwise machine learning approach. In a post-mortem study of MS patients [173], texture 

spectral magnitude over low-frequency scales was greater in demyelinated than remyelinated 

lesions in brain white matter, indicating the relevance of texture heterogeneity with myelin content. 

However, these experiments were mainly descriptive. Our findings in the present study suggest 

that combined application of texture analysis and machine learning algorithms is likely a useful 

means for distinguishing de- and re-myelinated lesions. But caution should be taken in interpreting 

these data as our results were mainly significant with an increased sample size when considering 

both grey and white matter lesions.  

 

Considering patient versus control assessment, the RFE detected 4 measures, including MTR, but 

only 2 diffusion texture features (ASM and entropy) survived subsequent analyses in group 

comparisons. Both these features showed significance in differentiating NWM from NAWM. In 

this study, we used a novel approach to compute high-resolution diffusion texture, which used 

orientation-interpolated DTI data per pixel, as opposed to in-plane texture calculations within a 

parametric map as typically done. Prior studies using a similarly new technique showed a greater 

ability than FA in characterizing white matter integrity following traumatic brain injury [18]. 

Tissue injury in NAWM is less than MS lesions and DAWM but is evident, including 

inflammation, gliosis, demyelination, and axonal damage [174]. These changes would increase 

diffusion magnitude and orientation, and therefore decrease diffusion ASM and increase diffusion 

entropy. In a recent diffusion MRI study [182], advanced analysis of diffusion signals using a 

composite hindered and restricted model of diffusion (CHARMED) has also shown a greater 

ability in differentiating normal white matter from MS NAWM than traditional DTI measures, 
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including FA. Further, our overall findings also suggest that the new diffusion texture measures 

are mainly sensitive to NAWM pathology. Their utility in assessing NAGM remains unclear. 

 

This study has a few limitations. First, the number of ROIs is different between tissue types and 

subjects. Yet the overall sample size is reasonable compared to the literature, and our overall 

analyses suggest that the classification results are mainly due to tissue pathology differences rather 

than patient-level variances. Second, the signal intensity of ex vivo MRI used here may be different 

from in vivo MRI. However, texture patterns are shown to be robust to signal intensity changes 

[141], and therefore our focus on texture pattern analysis should have helped mitigate this potential 

limitation. Third, the resolution of our T2-weighted MRI in this study is higher than their 

counterpart acquired typically in vivo, raising a suspicion about applications in a clinical setting. 

While deserving further evaluation, various studies using GLCM or alternative texture analysis 

methods have shown the promise to characterize tissue pathology using common clinical scans in 

MS and similar diseases [108, 141]. Further, our pilot experiment suggests the similarity between 

texture outcomes derived from super high-resolution brain MRI versus low-resolution and 

clinically equivalent  images. Fourth, the ability of our texture analysis methods for differentiating 

partial demyelination from remyelination was unknown, because those tissue types were not 

characterized histologically for confirmation. The texture heterogeneity of partial demyelination 

could be higher than remyelination due to clearance of myelin debris in the latter process but that 

deserved confirmation. Fifth, texture improvement in MS lesions could be also due to other 

pathological changes such as resolution of inflammation or edema but those were not assessed 

histologically. Nonetheless, the contribution of recovering inflammation was found to be much 

less than myelin integrity in prior postmortem studies, and the extent of inflammation was expected 
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to be minimal in progressive MS as studied here compared to other subtypes of MS. In the future, 

we plan to validate our findings using data with different types of pathologies characterized, assess 

texture outcomes from in vivo imaging especially that with clinical MRI-equivalent resolution, 

and compare outcomes with other quantitative approaches originated from either conventional or 

advanced MRI.  

 

In conclusion, this study demonstrates the utility of robust MRI texture analysis and machine 

learning methods in differentiating critical grey and white matter pathology types in the brain of 

MS patients. In particular, several texture features from T2-weighted MRI have shown the 

potential to distinguish demWM and remWM, and among demGM subtypes. Both are long 

standing challenges in MS research in the context of imaging, and therefore findings of this study 

may stimulate new advancement in the evaluation of both disease activity and treatment responses. 

In addition, given the wide availability of conventional MRI in clinical practice, our method can 

be replicated in MS or similar diseases.  
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 Chapter 4: Characterizing severely demyelinated and highly 

remyelinated brain magnetic resonance imaging lesions in 

multiple sclerosis participants using histology-verified texture 

analysis measures  

 

5.1 Background 

In vivo characterization of lesion severity using MRI is invaluable for improved characterization 

of disease activity and discovering new therapies. However, robust in vivo metrics are missing. As 

confirmed in Chapter 3, texture analysis of conventional MRI showed the most promise in 

distinguishing brain MS pathology types, including lesions with de- or re-myelination, where 

GLCM-contrast and GLCM-dissimilarity performed the best. Based on these MRI texture features, 

the objective of this chapter was to develop a new method for identifying brain MS lesions that 

had the most de- or re-myelination in vivo. Specifically, this study used a commonly applied 

percentile approach, with recognized thresholds such as the 25th and 75th percentiles of texture 

values to define brain MRI lesion types, namely, highly remyelinated and severely demyelinated, 

respectively. Imaging measures of these 2 identified lesion types were further assessed for their 

relationship with clinical outcomes of the same MS participants. Part of the results in this chapter 

has been published at an international conference as an abstract [21]. 
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5.2 Introduction 

MS is a common inflammatory and disabling disease of the central nervous system characterized 

by several pathological changes including demyelination and remyelination [149]. Focal lesions 

are critical indicators of disease activity in MS, and the prevalence of damaging and reparative 

lesions is associated with the degree of disability in MS participants [183, 184], particularly those 

with relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS). However, lesion pathology is heterogeneous, even within a 

subject [185, 186], posing significant challenges for in vivo assessment. A practical method for 

improved understanding of lesion type remains a critical need in MS research and care.  

 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a promising in vivo method for assessing neuropathology 

and has shown the potential for identifying lesion severity in MS along with data aggregation 

methods [133, 187, 188]. Currently much effort has been driven by advanced MRI. Based on 

macro- and micro-scale measures of tissue damage using diffusion MRI from 59 MS participants 

(53 RRMS), one study differentiated brain MS lesions into two types using a k-means clustering 

algorithm, and showed that lesions with greater diffusion changes correlated with worse clinical 

outcomes [133]. Likewise, using MR Spectroscopy and diffusion imaging, another study evaluated 

a subgroup of 59 RRMS participants and divided brain MS lesions into mild and severe types 

based on the median of radial diffusivity (RD), where only the mild lesions showed metabolite 

changes in favor of repair [188]. However, advanced MRI techniques have yet to be fully 

applicable to clinical practice and they do not always outperform methods based on conventional 

MRI. For instance, in assessing the change of a lesion as an indicator of neuroprotection and repair, 

a study investigated magnetization transfer ratio and mean diffusivity, as well as conventional MRI 

indices such as signal intensity and T1/T2 ratio assisted by a percentile categorization approach. 
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Through mixed-effects modeling, they discovered that the 25th percentile (25%ile) of normalized 

proton density-weighted signal intensity had the greatest sensitivity in sample size estimation 

among all conventional and advanced MRI measures [137].  

 

Conventional MRI is widely available. While pathologically non-specific in MS [189], 

conventional MRI contains rich textural information, making it a potential candidate for improved 

measurement of lesion severity. Visually, the texture of T1 hypointense lesions reflects the 

persistence of tissue damage in MS [190]. Quantitatively, texture analysis using conventional MRI 

detects subtle structural abnormalities invisible to the human eye [20]. Examples include 

characterizing white matter remodeling in the brain following traumatic brain injury [18], and  

separating transient and persistent T1 hypointense lesions at onset in MS [17]. In addition, based 

on texture analysis using a localized gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) method and 

statistical machine learning using T2-weighted MRI of postmortem brain samples, a prior study 

verified that texture metrics performed the best in classifying brain MS pathologies as compared 

to advanced MRI measures such as fractional anisotropy (FA) and magnetization transfer ratio 

(MTR) [146]. Nonetheless, a criterion for identifying lesion injury and repair in MS is still lacking 

in clinical imaging and the relationship between such lesion metrics with clinical variables is 

unclear. 

 

The goal of this study was to determine the de- and re-myelination type of MS brain lesions in 

living participants using histology-verified MRI texture measures. The specific aims were to: 1) 

conduct whole brain texture analysis in RRMS using an optimized GLCM technique; 2) classify 
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the de- and re-myelination type of each MS lesion using a percentile ranking approach; and 3) 

evaluate differences between lesion types and their relationships with age and sex. 

 

5.3 Materials and methods 

5.3.1 Participants 

This study used archived data from a clinical trial of domperidone as a candidate repair therapy in 

RRMS (clinicaltrials.gov; identifier: NCT024993049). The trial screened 237 participants initially 

but the current study used a convenient sample of 200 participants. Seventeen of the 200 people 

had at least one gadolinium-enhancing lesion on brain MRI, who  became the trial participants and 

who also received domperidone as an add-on treatment to their routine disease modifying 

therapies. However, all screened participants continued regular clinical care without add-on 

treatment. The clinical trial results will be reported in a separate paper and therefore are outside 

the scope of the current report. This study was approved by the University of Calgary Conjoint 

Health Research Ethics Board, and all participants provided written informed consent. 

 

5.3.2 Imaging protocol 

All MR images were acquired at a 3T scanner (Discovery750, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, USA). 

The MRI protocol included clinical MRI such as T1-weighted and FLAIR images. Acquisition of 

T1-weighted MRI used a gradient recalled sequence, with the following parameters: repetition 

time (TR)/echo time (TE) = 8.1/3.1ms, field of view (FOV) = 250×250mm2, matrix = 256×256, 

and slice thickness = 1mm. FLAIR MRI acquisition used a spin echo sequence, with TR/TE = 

7000/128ms, FOV = 240×240mm2, matrix = 512×512, and slice thickness = 1mm. The imaging 
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protocol also included other anatomical sequences and advanced MRI but are out of the scope of 

the current study. 

 

5.3.3 Image preparation 

The MRI scans underwent several pre-processing steps to improve quality and uniformity. The 

process started with brain extraction, followed by linear co-registration from FLAIR to T1-

weighted MRI, using the FSL software (Oxford, UK). The next step was noise reduction done 

using the ImageJ software (version 1.50i, NIH, USA), which involved median and mean filtering 

to remove salt and pepper and Gaussian noise, respectively, as commonly seen in MRI scans [92]. 

The last step was image intensity normalization to the range 0-255, using the Min-Max 

normalization method. 

 

5.3.4 Lesion segmentation 

Focal lesions were identified using an automatic toolbox known as lesion segmentation tool (LST, 

v3.0.0) built in an image analysis software, SPM12 [191]. Lesion regions of interest (ROIs) were 

detected based on the co-registered FLAIR and T1-weighted MRI scans. After the automatic 

procedure, all lesion ROIs were reviewed by a neuroradiologist and manually corrected where 

applicable. In particular, lesions with pixels overlapping with the cerebral ventricles were adjusted 

to minimize partial volume effect or other undesired artifacts [192]. For similar reasons, lesions 

with area smaller than 5 pixels (~5 mm2) were excluded (Figure 4.1 and 4.2). 
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Figure 5.1. Example lesion types defined in this study from a RRMS participant. The images 

represent an example FLAIR MRI (A) and the corresponding texture maps on GLCM-contrast (B) 

and GLCM-dissimilarity (C). Red and blue arrows (and boxes) indicate severely demyelinated and 

highly remyelinated lesions, respectively. In the GLCM images, the brighter areas indicate coarser 

texture and darker regions reflect finer texture.  

 

 

Figure 5.2. Example lesion types defined in this study from another RRMS participant. The images 

represent an example FLAIR MRI (A) and the corresponding texture maps on GLCM-contrast (B) 

and GLCM-dissimilarity (C). Red and blue arrows (and boxes) indicate severely demyelinated and 

highly remyelinated lesions, respectively. In the GLCM images, the brighter areas indicate coarser 

texture and darker regions reflect finer texture. 
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5.3.5 Image texture analysis 

Texture analysis employed the prepared FLAIR images where lesions were most distinguishable, 

where calculation applied the GLCM method based on an optimized sliding-window approach. 

This study focused on 2 GLCM measures: contrast and dissimilarity, which showed the best 

performance in classifying de- and re-myelinated lesions in brain white matter using histology-

informed T2-weighted MRI [146]. In addition, to ensure that the  texture measures were equivalent 

based on T2-weighted versus FLAIR MRI, a comparison experiment was done. Using the same 

texture analysis procedures, texture maps were computed using both imaging sequences from five 

participants and quantitatively compared using 2 well-recognized metrics: 

structural similarity index measure (SSIM) and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). The SSIM 

values were between 0 and 1, the higher the greater similarity. The PSNR values were supposed 

to be between 30-50 for 8-bit data, and higher was better [193]. The GLCM evaluates the 

occurrence frequency of image pixels located in a certain distance and orientation relative to the 

neighboring pixels [106]. Prior research showed that a distance of 1 (one) pixel was ideal for 

detecting fine image texture [194], and the average texture from all 4 common directions ( 0°, 45°, 

90°, or 135°) of GLCM demonstrated the most promise in classifying lesion types [146, 195]. 

Texture GLCM-contrast was a measure of local variation in grey-level intensity, highlighting 

tissue coarseness, while dissimilarity computed the difference between grey-level pairs, indicating 

tissue heterogeneity. These measures were calculated from each sliding window sized 3 by 3; 

iterating through the whole image provided the corresponding texture maps (see Figure 4.1). The 

GLCM analysis used the scikit-image library implementation in Python (version 2.7).  
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5.3.6 Lesion type Definition 

Classifying lesion types used a percentile thresholding approach. This was based on prior evidence 

suggesting that the coarseness of MRI texture was significantly greater in MS lesions with tissue 

damage than those with repair [17, 141]. Texture contrast and dissimilarity were 2 typical measures 

of tissue coarseness and their decreases suggested tissue repair as verified in this thesis (Chapter 

3). Further, to maximize understanding, this study considered two lesion types expected to have 

the highest texture differences: severely demyelinated (sDEM), and highly remyelinated (hREM). 

Lesion texture maps from GLCM-contrast and GLCM-dissimilarity across all 200 participants 

were computed, at all 4 directions as mentioned above, with the distance between pixels set at 1 

(one) in each direction. The average map of the four directions per feature was calculated, and the 

mean texture value per lesion was used for percentile analysis in categorizing lesion types. Lesions 

with mean texture values ranked ≥ 75%ile were considered sDEM, and ≤ 25%ile as hREM. 

 

5.3.7 Lesion Type Analysis 

Lesion size-based analysis 

The average size of individual lesions per type was measured in each participant and then averaged 

across all participants. Additionally, the combined volume of each lesion type per subject was 

computed, which was normalized by the grand total lesion volume of the corresponding subject. 

The normalization was done because lesion volume differs largely between patients. Without 

normalization by an internal reference, the comparison between lesion volumes might not reflect 

the actual differences between cohorts. This total normalized volume of sDEM and hREM was 

used in statistical analyses.  
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Lesion texture-based analysis 

The mean texture value of each lesion type per subject was evaluated. In addition, principal 

component analysis (PCA) was performed to further explore the roles and relationships of the 

texture measures computed. This step included PCA variable correlation analysis, which indicated 

how the variables, such as GLCM-contrast and GLCM-dissimilarity, were related in lesion 

classification: positively or negatively correlated, or uncorrelated. Positively correlated variables 

would be grouped together, negatively correlated variables would be shown in opposing quadrants, 

and completely uncorrelated variables would be seen orthogonal to each other. Further, the 

contribution of each variable to the first and second PCs were calculated to evaluate how each 

measure reflected the degree of the underlying pathology. 

 

Lesion distribution mapping 

To characterize the distribution of the identified lesion types in the brain, we generated lesion 

probability maps. Specifically, following brain extraction, the T1-weighted MRI of each subject 

was firstly linear (affine)- and nonlinear- registered to a common space, which was the MNI152 

1-mm T1-weighted MRI template [196]. The resulting transformations from these co-registration 

steps were then applied with nearest neighbor interpolation to the respective T1-aligned lesion 

masks. In this way, the lesion masks from each subject were aligned with the common MNI space. 

Averaging the masks across subjects for each lesion type generated the corresponding lesion 

probability maps by location of each brain voxel. Finally, a threshold of 0.1 was applied such that 

lesions with a probability ≥10% was kept at a location to improve reliability. 
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5.3.8 Relationship between lesion type and clinical variables 

To explore the clinical relevance of the identified lesion types, we compared the average size and 

total normalized volume of each lesion type between woman and man participants, and between 

participants who were younger and older at screening. The age groups were divided using a similar 

percentile approach. Participant age was ranked, and participants with an age ≤25%ile were 

classified into the younger group and ≥75%ile into the older group. Further, the relationship 

between the average lesion size and total normalized lesion volume of each type and other clinical 

measures including disease duration and expanded disability status scale (EDSS) score at 

screening were assessed. 

 

5.3.9 Statistical analysis 

All statistical analyses used R (version 3.6.3) [172]. Data normality assessments employed the 

Shapiro-Wilk test. Outcome comparisons between two groups used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, 

including comparisons between lesion types and between clinical variables. Pearson correlation 

was used for the correlation analysis. A p<0.05 was considered significant. 

 

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Sample characteristics 

A total of 5140 lesions was evaluated from the 200 RRMS participants, ranging 1-190 lesions per 

subject. The lesion size ranged from 5-342 mm2. Participant age ranged 20.4 to 60.3 years; it was 

20.4-60.3 years for women and 21-60 years for men. Across the whole group, the disability score 

as measured by the EDSS ranged 0-6.5, and disease duration ranged 1.4-35.6 years (Table 4.1). 
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The participants were under treatment with different types of disease modifying therapies, such as 

glatiramer acetate, interferon-beta, fingolimod, dimethyl fumarate or teriflunomideide. 

 

Table 5.1. Demographic Table RRMS participants 

Variable  Mean  SD 

Age (years) 44.4 8.8 

Sex (female/male) 148/52               - 

Lesion volume (mm3) 2290 3216 

Lesion number (all types) 25.5 24.6 

EDSS 2.25 1.51 

Disease duration 11.75 7.28 

 

5.4.2 lesion type outcomes 

Based on the percentile-thresholding approach, 193 of 200 RRMS participants (96.5%) had both 

sDEM and hREM lesions detected; 143 were women. Four of the 200 participants had only sDEM 

lesions (all women), and three had only hREM lesions (one woman). Overall, there were 1285 

sDEM (25%), and 1282 hREM (24.94%) in the whole cohort. Groupwise, there were 1003 (78%) 

sDEM and 893 (69.65%) hREM in women, and 282 (21.94%) sDEM and 389 (30.34%) hREM in 

men. 

 

The sDEM had a smaller average size but larger total normalized volume than hREM 

The average lesion size at a participant basis varied for each lesion type. It was between 5.72-25.11 

mm2 for sDEM lesions and 5.4-119.8 mm2 for hREM lesions across the corresponding cohorts. 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed that the sDEM possessed a significantly smaller average size 
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than the hREM (350.42 mm2 vs 660.17 mm2, p < 0.001). Conversely, the total normalized lesion 

volume was significantly larger in sDEM than hREM (78.24% vs. 71.34%, p< 0.001) (Figure 4.3). 

 

The sDEM had higher texture values than hREM 

Based on the averaged FLAIR texture value per lesion type per participant, the mean GLCM-

contrast was significantly greater in sDEM than hREM (38.59 versus 21.66; p< 0.001). Similarly, 

the mean GLCM-dissimilarity was also greater in sDEM than hREM (9.86 versus 3.82; p< 0.001) 

(Figure 4.4). PCA analysis of the texture from individual lesions showed that the sDEM lesions 

were clearly separable from the hREM lesions based on either GLCM-contrast or GLCM-

dissimilarity (Figure 4.5). The first PC explained 64.2% of the variance, whereas the second PC 

carried 35.8% of the variation. Further, the two texture variables appeared almost orthogonal and 

therefore showed a weak or no correlation with each other. Moreover, the contribution of the 2 

texture variables to the PCs was approximately 50% each (see Figure 4.5). Further, our preliminary 

experiments demonstrated that the texture maps between T2-weighted and FLAIR MRI were 

similar. Quantitatively, the mean SSIM was 0.89 and PSNR was 38.89 between T2 GLCM-

contrast and FLAIR GLCM-contrast, and SSIM was 0.93 and PSNR was 43.09 between T2 

GLCM-dissimilarity and FLAIR GLCM-dissimilarity (Figure 4.6). 
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Figure 5.3. Average size and normalized volume of the two identified lesion types patient-wise. 

Shown are violin plots of the mean, standard deviation, and range (density) of the measurements. 

sDEM= severely demyelinated, hREM=highly remyelinated lesions. *p<0.05; **p<0.01; 

***p<0.001. 

 

 

Figure 5.4. Mean texture values of each lesion type by patient. Shown are violin plots of the mean, 

standard deviation, and range (density) of the measurements. sDEM= severely demyelinated, 

hREM=highly remyelinated lesions. *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001. 
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Figure 5.5. Principal component analysis biplot and variable plot. PCA biplot (left) shows the 

clusters of the data based on their similarity and how strongly each feature influences a principal 

component. PCA variable plot (right) shows the correlation and contribution of the features. The 

plots highlight percentile selected lesions based on GLCM-contrast (A) and GLCM-dissimilarity 

(B). Note: sDEM= severely demyelinated, hREM=highly remyelinated, intermediate: other 

intermediate lesions. 
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Figure 5.6. Example RRMS patient’s T2-weighted (blue box) and FLAIR (red box) images and the 

associated texture maps of two different slices. The blue box Shown are: a T2-weighted MR image 

from axial brain MRI (A,B), and the related T2 GLCM-contrast (C,D), and T2 GLCM-dissimilarity 

(E,F), averaged from all 4 directions of the GLCM calculation. The red box Shown are: a FLAIR 

MRI (A,B), and the related FLAIR GLCM-contrast (C,D), and FLAIR GLCM-dissimilarity (E,F), 

averaged from all 4 directions of the GLCM calculation. Note: RRMS: relapsing remitting multiple 

sclerosis.  

 

Probability distribution of the identified lesion types 

The implementation pipeline for lesion distribution maps is shown in Figure 4.7. Both lesion types 

showed high probabilities in distribution at the periventricular and deep white matter regions of 

the brain, along with substantial overlap in location (Figure 4.8). At type-specific lesion probability 

maps, the hREM lesions showed a much more concentrated distribution than the sDEM lesions. 

Specifically, the hREM lesions were seen mainly around the lateral ventricles, corpus callosum, 

and subcortical regions. On average, up to 1% of the lesions from either type was distributed in 

the cerebellum and brainstem areas (Figure 4.8).  
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Figure 5.7. The implementation pipeline for lesion distribution maps. The left panel shows example  

FLAIR lesions segmented initially (A), the two identified lesion types (B), and Affine and non-

linear registrated lesion masks to the MNI152 1mm T1-weighted template (overlaid on MNI 

template) (C). The middle panel (D) shows example lesion masks per subject/type registered to 

MNI template, and the right panel (E) shows the final maps averaged across subjects and 

thresholded. 
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Figure 5.8. Example lesion distribution maps from the whole cohort. Severely demyelinated (red) 

and highly remyelinated (blue) are overlaid on MNI template (A), both lesion types are shown 

together on MNI template (B). 
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5.4.3 Lesion type outcomes in relation to clinical measures 

Man participants had a significantly higher total normalized volume of sDEM lesions (p=0.01) 

than woman participants. Conversely, woman participants had a higher total normalized volume 

of hREM lesions than man participants (p=0.02; Figure 4.9). There was a trend for larger average 

lesion size in hREM  in men than women. In sDEM, the average lesion size was not significantly 

different between women and men (p=0.13). There were no significant differences between 

youngest and oldest participants in either average lesion size or total normalized volume of the 

two identified lesion types. In addition, there was no correlation between average lesion size and 

total normalized lesion volume of either lesion type and clinical measurements. 
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Figure 5.9. The average size and normalized volume of different lesion types in women and men 

participants. Shown are violin plots of the mean, standard deviation, and range (density) of the 

data. Note: sDEM= severely demyelinated, hREM=highly remyelinated lesions. *p<0.05; 

**p<0.01. 
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5.5 Discussion 

In this study, we developed a percentile thresholding approach to identify 2 critical lesion types in 

MS participants based on histology-verified texture measures of conventional MRI. Using 

recognized percentile thresholds, this study found that most of the RRMS participants had both 

the sDEM and hREM lesions. Group-wise, the total normalized volume and mean texture of sDEM 

were greater than hREM, but the average size of hREM was larger than sDEM. Based on the PCA, 

GLCM-contrast and GLCM-dissimilarity were uncorrelated and contributed similarly in lesion 

separations. Further, the lesions from both types showed a high likelihood of distribution in the 

periventricular and deep white matter, with the hREM more aggregated than sDEM. While there 

was no significant age impact, the woman participants displayed less sDEM but more hREM than 

man participants, with men showing a trend for hREM to be larger than women.  

 

Percentile statistics has shown enormous promise in classifying tissue types or disease activity in 

various studies, including those in MS [68, 137, 138]. Based on MTR signal intensity 

inhomogeneity, a previous study used the same 25%ile and 75%ile thresholds to define tissues of 

highly repairing and damaging potential in MS lesions and normal appearing white matter [139]. 

In another study, by comparing different thresholds, the investigators showed that the 25%ile and 

75%ile thresholds of GLCM-contrast and GLCM-dissimilarity were most feasible in differentiating 

de-and re-myelinated lesions using T2-weighted MRI following histology verification [21]. 

Similarly, the percentile approach has also shown utility in differentiating disease activities in MS. 

One study divided relapsing and progressive MS by using lesion and brain volume, and lesional 

myelin water fraction (MWF), and they discovered that the median, 25%ile, and 75%ile of MWF, 

and 75%ile of lesion volume were the top ranking features [140]. Another study differentiated the 
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severity of RRMS participants based on their 25%ile and 75%ile of lesion load, where the 2 groups 

showed significant differences in brain microstructure as measures by diffusion MRI [138]. In the 

present study, we adopted the 25%ile and 75%ile thresholds based on two top-performing GLCM 

features (contrast and dissimilarity) as verified in histology. The observation that most of our 

RRMS participants showed both sDEM and hREM lesions is in accordance with a recent study 

showing that both lesion types exist in most MS subjects, with only some presenting with a 

dominant lesion type [133]. 

 

Texture is an intrinsic characteristic of a tissue and can be determined by the degree of coarseness, 

fineness, irregularity, and complexity. Image textural information has shown to be valuable for 

tissue discrimination and classification [106]. In general, a repaired tissue is expected to exhibit a 

fine texture pattern in MRI, whereas a damaged tissue such as demyelination would create a 

heterogeneous texture [20, 28]. GLCM-contrast and GLCM-dissimilarity are leading measures of 

texture coarseness and heterogeneity [106, 152]. Indeed, we detected greater GLCM-contrast and 

GLCM-dissimilarity in sDEM than hREM lesions in the present study. Our PCA analyses further 

showed that the two GLCM texture features were independent and contributed similarly to the first 

PCs in lesion identification based on individual lesion texture values, suggesting that using either 

texture feature alone may be feasible in similar studies. 

 

With respect to lesion type analyses, this study detected a smaller average lesion size but greater 

total normalized lesion volume in sDEM than hREM. One of the critical reasons for sustained 

disease progression in MS is the lack of remyelination or repair [197, 198]. Therefore, it was not 

surprising to find in this study that the total normalized lesion volume of sDEM was significantly 
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greater than hREM. This is also consistent with prior evidence. Based on diffusion MRI measures 

of 59 MS participants (53 being RRMS), a study performed cluster analysis that grouped lesions 

into 2 severity types. They found that the volume of more severe lesions was higher than less 

severe lesions [133]. On the other hand, larger lesions would be expected to have more 

heterogeneous structure due to the higher likelihood of possessing inhomogeneous pathology 

across the lesion area. However, areas of remyelination might also more likely be present in larger 

lesions, given the evidence of preferably uneven repair in lesion regions in MS as documented in 

histology [8, 199]. Additionally, sDEM lesions could have a high degree of tissue loss, causing an 

atrophic change and therefore smaller size, which did not allow enough capacity for remyelination. 

Combined results might have contributed to the relatively better MRI texture regularity in hREM 

than sDEM. Nonetheless, a prior study involving two participants based on postmortem brains of 

progressive MS participants had also reported that smaller lesions might remyelinate more 

effectively than larger ones, although the sample size was small and disease phenotypes was 

different [200], deserving further investigation.  

 

Our implementation of lesion distribution maps served as another valuable means to understand 

the identified lesion types. Previously, several studies have used lesion distribution maps to 

investigate lesion development in MS. One of them compared the pattern of lesion distribution 

between RRMS and SPMS participants [201]. They showed that the periventricular area was more 

subject to severe tissue injury than other brain white matter regions and the damage was more 

pronounced in SPMS than RRMS participants. Another study analyzed the change in 

spatiotemporal patterns of active lesions over time in RRMS participants, where they found that 

there was a reduction of active lesion development in major white matter tracts such as 
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corticospinal tract after treatment [202]. Nevertheless, there was lack of information on the 

distribution of de- and re-myelinated lesions in MS along with in vivo detection. In the current 

study, our probability distribution maps highlighted that both the sDEM and hREM lesions were 

highly distributed in the periventricular and deep white matter regions, with the hREM appearing 

mainly with a central brain localization as seen around the lateral ventricles and corpus callosum. 

While previous studies indicated that remyelination occurred more frequently in the subcortical 

than periventricular brain white matter in MS [203, 204], our findings suggest that strong 

remyelination may also happen in other brain areas. On the other hand, results of this study may 

not be completely contrary to prior evidence because our hREM would only represent lesions with 

the most degree of remyelination, not lesions with intermediate or mild degrees of repair. Another 

finding of this study was the limited brainstem lesions of both lesion types identified. This might 

be due to several factors, including the inherent lack of occurrence of MS lesions in the brainstem, 

and the challenge of imaging brainstem lesions [205]. Furthermore, brainstem lesions showed 

signs of early apoptotic oligodendrocyte changes [206] and significant volume loss was also 

evidenced in the brainstem of RRMS patients [207]. These pathological alterations might have 

resulted in a non-permissive environment in the brainstem for remyelination, consistent with the 

low number of brainstem hREM lesions detected in this study.  

 

This study detected significant differences in total normalized lesion volume between sexes but 

not between age groups. Besides the strong differences in disease prevalence between sexes in 

MS, women and men also seem to show distinct disease outcome. Once initiated, the disease is 

likely to worsen faster in men than women [208, 209]. While various factors may play a role, our 

findings suggest that the higher total normalized volume of sDEM but lower total normalized 
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volume of hREM may indicate reduced repair in men. This may be contributory to the non-

favorable disease course in men. Further, because the average size of hREM lesions was relatively 

larger in men than women, our findings also suggest indirectly that men have fewer hREM than 

women. The evidence on the impact of age on disease activity is mixed in the literature. Various 

studies have reported that the repair potential decreases in older MS participants than young ones 

[210, 211]. However, a recent study did not support this [212]. In that longitudinal study of 30 

RRMS participants, the authors investigated the effect of age on intralesional tissue evolution 

using different MRI measures including neurite density and orientation dispersion indices, MTR, 

and T1 relaxometry. They divided participants into young (age<25th percentile) and older 

(age>75th percentile) groups and discovered that age did not affect the repair pattern of MS lesions 

in MRI [212]. Regarding clinical relevance, the literature evidence is scarce. Previously, a study 

classified brain white matter lesions of 53 RRMS and six progressive MS into two lesion types, 

respecting lesion severity and based on quantitative diffusion measurements. They found that the 

number and volume of the more severe lesion type were associated with disease severity and 

cognitive decline [133]. Nonetheless, the participant characteristics, sample size, and MR 

measurements are different between prior and current studies, and therefore direct comparison of 

results is difficult. Overall, the relationship between the identified lesion types and clinical 

measures deserves further investigation.   

 

Our study has limitations. The focus was mainly on cerebral white matter lesions. While lesion 

injury and repair may be present in other parts of the brain including grey matter, the main purpose 

of this study was to investigate whether and how a method for lesion type characterization can be 

derived. Given the prevalence of inflammatory changes across the brain in RRMS, studying white 
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matter pathology seems reasonable. In addition, it was not possible to differentiate partial versus 

complete remyelination such as lesions fell between the two defined thresholds in this study. This 

was mainly due to the expected subtlety of structural changes associated with those lesion types 

or lesions based on intermediate thresholds, especially given the lack of pathological validation 

for living participants. Likewise, there was a lack of histological confirmation of the lesion types 

identified. Nonetheless, the MRI texture measures used here were well recognized and had 

previously been histology verified, increasing the likelihood of pathological specificity. Further, 

this study was limited to RRMS participants. Combining other participant groups would broaden 

the scope of the study. However, RRMS is the phenotype that has the most lesions with active de- 

and re-myelination. In the future, we seek to verify our findings using different datasets, assess 

other types and areas of lesions, and correlate MRI results with disease development or 

intervention.  

 

In summary, characterization of lesion severity in vivo is fundamental for a thorough 

understanding of disease evolution and therapeutic impact in MS. Using histology verified brain 

MRI texture measures and a simple percentile thresholding approach, this study shows the 

potential to address an ongoing challenge in MS management. Specifically, conventional clinical 

imaging protocols can  identify the number and location of MS lesions and determine the amount 

of  de- and re-myelination. This is useful for treatment decisions and monitoring. It may also be 

useful in clinical trials as a measure of lesion repair. 
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 Chapter 5: Statistical texture mapping of clinical brain MRI 

indicates repair in acute brain lesions of people with multiple 

sclerosis following domperidone add-on treatment 

 

6.1 Background 

The ability to characterize tissue changes in MS lesions over time is crucial for monitoring disease 

progression and treatment response. However, despite the strong effort in method development, 

there is still lack of MRI methods satisfying the above purpose in vivo. In this project, based on 

both postmortem and in vivo studies, previous chapters have shown the potential of GLCM texture 

features from T2/FLAIR brain MRI for differentiating de- and re-myelinated lesions in MS. Using 

the two top-performing GLCM features, GLCM-contrast and GLCM-dissimilarity, the goal of this 

chapter was to evaluate how tissue changes in acute brain MRI lesions in RRMS participants 

imaged over time. This study took advantage of a local clinical trial, where eligible participants 

were followed over 32 weeks with and without add-on treatment with a candidate remyelination 

agent, domperidone. Part of the results in this chapter has been published at an international 

conference as an abstract [213].  

 

6.2 Introduction 

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory demyelinating and neurodegenerative disease of the 

central nervous system (CNS) [149], impacting more than 2.8 million people worldwide [1]. 

Particularly, MS is a lifelong disease starting primarily with young adults, causing paramount 
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physical and cognitive impairments [214]. Focal lesions remain to be the hallmark of MS 

pathology [149]. Following tissue damage such as demyelination, remyelination happens in MS 

lesions [4], especially in the acute ones [6, 7]. In addition to restoring the myelin sheath that 

improves nerve conduction, remyelination also provides trophic support to the axons, which foster 

neuroprotection. With pertinent treatment, it is possible to further enhance these benefits of 

remyelination [4, 5]. However, assessing tissue repair in MS in vivo is challenging [10]. 

 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an important imaging modality for measuring MS. Towards 

assessment of specific tissue changes, much effort is manifest using advanced MRI, such as 

magnetization transfer, myelin water, and diffusion imaging [215]. Chen et al. used magnetization 

transfer ratio (MTR) for evaluating de- and re-myelination in gadolinium-enhancing lesions and 

they reported significant decrease and increase in MTR consistent with de- and re-myelination, 

respectively [68]. In a longitudinal study of myelin water fraction in two MS participants with 

active disease, myelin water fraction showed decrease with myelin loss, whereas its recovery was 

consistent with repair [3]. Diffusion imaging-derived fractional anisotropy (FA) is also sensitive 

to myelin. In a study by Friedrich et al. FA revealed various correlations with myelin content and 

axonal density in human corpus callosum [151]. However, the utility of advanced MRI techniques 

for measuring remyelination or repair needs further validation. Further, in many clinical settings, 

these advanced techniques are not part of the standard imaging protocols. Conventional MRI is 

common and has an established role in the diagnosis and management of MS. Together with 

advanced image analysis techniques, conventional MRI may play an important role in assessing 

tissue injury and repair [17], overcoming the typical issue of lower pathological specificity based 

on image signal intensity alone [216]. 
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Previous research suggests that the texture of MRI is highly associated with the degree of MS 

tissue integrity [17, 20]. Higher tissue heterogeneity creates greater coarse texture, where in MS, 

the underlying substrates may include demyelination, inflammation, and axonal injury [17]. 

Employing a statistical texture analysis approach known as grey level co-occurrence matrix 

(GLCM), previous research has shown that GLCM-contrast and GLCM-dissimilarity in T2-

weighted MRI discriminate histology-confirmed MS lesion types with de- versus re-myelination 

[146]. Also the texture measures were lower in remyelinated lesions than demyelinated lesions 

[141, 146, 217].  

 

This study aimed to assess repair utilizing the identified GLCM measures in acute brain MRI 

lesions from people with relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS). The objectives included characterizing 

texture changes over time following treatment with domperidone as an add-on reparative therapy; 

comparing texture outcomes between treated and control groups, and compare between enhancing 

and non-enhancing lesions. 

 

6.3 Materials and Methods 

6.3.1 Participants 

We used 3T brain MRI scans acquired from 17 RRMS participants recruited in a clinical trial of 

domperidone (clinicaltrials.gov identifier NCT024993049). The trial screening included 237 

RRMS participants (173 females), age at screening: 18-60 years, age at onset: 7-56 years, 

Expanded disability status scale (EDSS) ranged 0-8.5 years, and disease duration ranged 1.4-35.6 

years. As one of the key eligibility criteria, each participant had at least one gadolinium-enhancing 
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lesion on screening brain MRI (baseline), which indicated the acute nature of the lesions. At follow 

up, each subject also underwent 2 additional brain MRI scans at 16 weeks and 32 weeks 

respectively. Through a 2:1 randomization scheme, 12 participants received domperidone for 16 

weeks as an add-on to their existing disease modifying therapies (DMTs), and 5 participants 

received regular DMTs only without add-on treatment as controls. Moreover, participants were 

split into two groups of low and high responses regarding the level of the prolactin hormone and 

were analyzed respectively. The high group had four times more prolactin response than the low 

group. 

 

6.3.2 Imaging protocol 

The MRI acquisition was performed on a 3T scanner (GE Healthcare, Discovery MR750, 

Milwaukee, United States). Imaging protocols included both conventional and advanced MRI. 

This study focused on the former, especially T1-weighted and FLAIR MRI. The protocol for 

FLAIR was: repetition time (TR) / echo time (TE) = 7000/128 ms, field of view (FOV) = 240×240 

mm2, matrix = 512×512, and slice thickness = 1mm. For T1-weighted MRI, the protocol was: 

TR/TE = 6.5/2.9 ms, FOV = 192×256 mm2, matrix = 192×256, and slice thickness = 1mm. The 

total imaging time is within one hour. 

 

6.3.3 Image pre-processing 

The MRI scans were pre-processed in several steps to improve quality and consistency. The first 

step was brain extraction using the BET method included in the FSL software (Oxford, UK). This 

was followed by intra-subject co-registration with FLIRT algorithm of FSL. FLAIR images of 

each subject at baseline were co-registered to the pre-contrast T1. The co-registered baseline 
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FLAIR scans were then used for lesion segmentation. Subsequently, FLAIR images at follow up 

scans were also registered to the baseline pre-contrast T1 for further analysis. The next step was 

image denoising using median and mean filters, built-in ImageJ (version 1.50i, NIH, USA), The 

median filter is a non-linear filter which is used for denoising various types of noises, including 

Gaussian noise, and preserves image sharp details [92]. Whereas mean or average filter is a linear 

filter and is applied to remove the speckle noise [92]. The last step was image signal intensity 

normalization, scaled to the range 0-255 with an in-house program. 

 

6.3.4 Lesion segmentation 

Lesion segmentation was done on co-registered FLAIR images employing the automatic lesion 

segmentation tool (LST, v3.0.0, SPM12) [191]. The LST is freely available and has shown to be 

a competitive lesion identification method in both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies [218]. 

After the automatic process, the segmented lesions were manually corrected to improve accuracy. 

This includes removal of areas overlapping with the cerebral ventricles to reduce partial volume 

effects or other undesired impact such as motion artifact. For similar reasons, lesions smaller than 

5 pixels (5 mm2) were also eliminated (Figure 5.1). Lesion segmentation results, including the 

presence of gadolinium-enhancing lesions were confirmed by a neuroradiologist. 
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Figure 6.1. Example MR images and the segmented lesions from two RRMS participants. Shown 

are the pre-contrast T1 (A, E), post-contrast T1 (B, F), and FLAIR images without (C, G), and 

with (D, H) overlay of lesion outlines. Red and blue outlines indicate enhancing and non-

enhancing lesions, respectively. Note: RRMS: relapsing remitting multiple sclerosis. 

 

6.3.5 Image texture analysis 

Texture analysis used the GLCM technique focusing on FLAIR MRI as it detects the most MS 

lesions [219]. The GLCM is a statistical texture analysis technique that calculates how often pairs 

of pixels separated by a specified distance with alignment in a certain direction occur in an image. 

Given that small distances were preferred for detecting fine structures [165], this study used a 

distance of one pixel. In addition, GLCM features can be quantified in four orientations: 0°, 45°, 

90°, and 135° [106], with each direction associated with fourteen features initially [20]. The current 

study used the average texture from all four directions with a concentrated on two features: contrast 
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and dissimilarity. Prior evidence suggested that these feature options provided the most promise 

in texture classification [195], including differentiation of de- and re-myelinated lesions in MS as 

verified using histology-informed brain MRI [146]. Further, based on a scikit-image 

implementation in Python (version 2.7), our GLCM computation took a sliding window approach. 

A small window sized of 3x3 pixels was used, which allowed to detect fine textural information 

[220]. Repeating this process led to the creation of texture maps per image slice, covering the 

whole brain (Figure 5.2-5.4). GLCM-contrast detected local signal intensity variation reflecting 

the coarseness of a tissue structure, whereas GLCM-dissimilarity measured the variation of grey-

level pixel pairs, highlighting image heterogeneity [221]. For comparison, texture analysis in both 

enhancing and non-enhancing MS lesions were conducted. Outcomes were assessed both group-

wise and participant-wise over time.  
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Figure 6.2. Examples FLAIR images and the associated texture maps at baseline from two RRMS 

participants (one row per participant). Shown are axial brain FLAIR MRI (A,B), and GLCM-

contrast (C,D) and GLCM-dissimilarity (E,F) averaged from all 4 directions of the texture 

calculation. The red and blue arrows represent enhancing and non-enhancing lesions, 

respectively, so do the color matching boxes for an enlarged view of them derived from FLAIR 

(left most column) and texture images (insets in C-F) . Note: RRMS: relapsing remitting multiple 

sclerosis. 
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Figure 6.3. Examples FLAIR images and the associated texture maps at week16 from two RRMS 

participants (one row per participant). Shown are axial brain FLAIR MRI (A,B), and GLCM-

contrast (C,D) and GLCM-dissimilarity (E,F) averaged from all 4 directions of the texture 

calculation. The red and blue arrows represent enhancing and non-enhancing lesions, 

respectively, so do the color matching boxes for an enlarged view of them derived from FLAIR 

(left most column) and texture images (insets in C-F) . Note: RRMS: relapsing remitting multiple 

sclerosis.  
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Figure 6.4. . Examples FLAIR images and the associated texture maps at week32 from two RRMS 

participants (one row per participant). Shown are axial brain FLAIR MRI (A,B), and GLCM-

contrast (C,D) and GLCM-dissimilarity (E,F) averaged from all 4 directions of the texture 

calculation. The red and blue arrows represent enhancing and non-enhancing lesions, 

respectively, so do the color matching boxes for an enlarged view of them derived from FLAIR 

(left most column) and texture images (insets in C-F) . Note: RRMS: relapsing remitting multiple 

sclerosis.  

 

6.3.6 Statistical analysis 

A linear mixed effect model was used to assess texture changes over time within individual groups, 

and between groups at different timepoints. The fixed variables were GLCM-contrast and GLCM-

dissimilarity, and random effects included subjects and ROIs. In each test, the mean texture values 
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per lesion were used. A p value ≤ 0.05 was set for statistical significance. Additionally, the effect 

size, which is a measure of the mean difference, was also calculated for the treatment groups using 

Cohen’s F statistics [222]. The effect size represented the strength of the significance, such as 

differences between variables. It does not depend on the sample size and therefore could be a 

valuable metric to compare outcomes across different studies [223]. The Cohen’s F statistics was 

defined by 3 criteria, with f2 = 0.02, 0.15, and 0.35 indicating small, medium, and large effect 

respectively [222]. The R software (version 3.6.3) was used for all statistical analyses [172]. 

 

6.4 Results 

6.4.1 Sample Characteristics 

There were 38 gadolinium-enhancing lesions identified from the 17 RRMS participants. Data for 

texture analysis were available from these participants at all three timepoints. At baseline, each 

patient had 1(one) to 9 gadolinium-enhancing lesions. The enhancing lesion size ranged 5-75 mm2. 

Regarding non-enhancing lesions, there were 592 lesions in total, ranging from 14.98-34.43 mm2 

per patient. Of the 17 participants, the mean age was 40.88 years, disease duration was 12.48 years, 

and disability (EDSS) score was 2.08 (Table 5.1). Between groups, the mean age (years), disease 

duration (years), and EDSS were 41.94, 13.35, and 1.79 for the 12 participants treated with the 

domperidone add-on, and 38.34, 10.42, and 2.8 for non-add-on treatment participants. Between 

the high and low prolactin groups, the age (years), disease duration (years), and EDSS were 39.96, 

12.06, 2.5 versus 44.04, 14.12, and 1, respectively. 
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Table 6.1: Demographic data 

MS case Age at screen  

(quartile) 

MS duration 

(quartile) 

EDSS Sex Active lesions Total lesions 

1 1st 1st 2 female 3 23 

2 4th 3rd 1 female 1 50 

3 3rd 4th 2 female 1 16 

4 1st 1st 2 female 1 16 

5 1st 1st 3 female 1 22 

6 4th 4th 4 female 1 38 

7 1st 2nd 1.5 female 6 19 

8 1st 3rd 2.5 female 1 37 

9 1st 2nd 1 female 3 36 

10 3rd 2nd 3.5 male 1 51 

11 2nd 3rd 1.5 female 2 24 

12 4th 3rd 1.5 female 1 23 

13 4th 4th 0 female 1 26 

14 1st 2nd 4 male 1 13 

15 1st 2nd 3 female 9 60 

16 2nd 3rd 1.5 male 4 94 

17 2nd 4th 1.5 female 1 82 

Mean/Std 40.88/9.57 (years) 12.48/6.28 (years) 2.08/1.1 - 2.23/2.25 36.3/23.53 

Note: Quartiles are used for age and disease duration representations. 

 

6.4.2 Outcomes on gadolinium-enhancing lesions 

For the domperidone add-on treatment group, both GLCM-contrast and GLCM-dissimilarity was 

significantly lower at follow up scans than baseline. Compared to baseline, it was 21.11 versus 
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27.17 (p=0.04) at week16 and 17.51 versus 27.17 (p=0.0006) at week32 for GLCM-contrast. For 

GLCM-dissimilarity, it was 3.5 versus 7.89 and 2.86 versus 7.89 at week16 and week32, 

respectively (p=0.0001 for both timepoints). Cohen’s F statistics found that the f2 = 0.41 for 

GLCM-dissimilarity and f2 = 0.32 for GLCM-contrast, indicating high and medium effect sizes. 

For the control group, the GLCM-contrast was lower at week32 than baseline: 18.39 versus 32.94 

(p=0.003). In addition, GLCM-dissimilarity was lower at both follow up scans than at baseline, 

and it was 4.14 versus 14.13 and 2.7 versus 14.13 at week16 and week32, respectively (p=0.0001). 

Cross-sectionally, there were no significant differences in GLCM-contrast between control and 

treatment groups at any time points. The GLCM-dissimilarity was higher in the control than in the 

treatment group at baseline only (7.89 versus 14.13, p=0.0011). We found no significant difference 

between week16 and week32 texture in any measure in either treatment group (Figure 5.5).  

 

Participant-wise analysis showed a similar trend except that the GLCM-contrast outcomes at 

week16 and week32 versus baseline were not significant in the domperidone add-on treatment 

group, and the change in controls was only significant at wee32 from baseline (35.04 (standard 

deviation = 3.48) versus 17.02 (standard deviation = 11.89), p = 0.04). Regarding GLCM-

dissimilarity, it was significantly lower at follow up in both controls (3.7 (standard deviation = 

1.71) versus 14.37 (standard deviation = 7.05) at week16, p = 0.008; and 2.6 (standard deviation 

= 1.16) versus 14.37 (standard deviation = 7.05) at week32, p = 0.005), and the treatment group 

(4.34 (standard deviation = 1.49)  versus 7.78 (standard deviation = 4.92) at week16, p = 0.02; and 

3.52 (standard deviation = 1.87) versus 7.78 (standard deviation = 4.92) at week32, p = 0.006; 

Figure 5.6 & Figure 5.7).  
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6.4.3 Outcomes on Non-enhancing lesions 

In non-enhancing lesions, there was no significant difference between follow up and baseline scans 

in any texture measure in any group. Specifically, in the treatment group, the GLCM-contrast was 

26.93, 26.68, and 26.41 at baseline, week16, and week32, respectively (baseline versus week16: 

p=0.9, and baseline versus week32: p=0.3). GLCM-dissimilarity was 5.2, 5.3, and 5.3 at baseline, 

week16, and week32 (baseline versus week16: p=0.9, and baseline versus week32: p=0.8). For the 

control group, contrast was 30.56, 29.17, and 29.34 at baseline, week16, and week32, respectively 

(baseline versus follow up scans (week16 and week32): p=0.5). Furthermore, GLCM-dissimilarity 

was 6.12, 5.58, and 5.67 at baseline, week16, and week32 (baseline versus week16: p=0.5, and 

baseline vs week32: p=0.6). Cross-sectionally, GLCM-contrast was lower at week32 in the 

treatment than control group (26.41 versus 29.34, p=0.04) (Figure 5.8). 

 

 

Figure 6.5. Longitudinal texture analysis outcomes of gadolinium-enhancing lesions by group. 

Shown are GLCM-contrast and GLCM-dissimilarity texture acquired from FLAIR MRI and 

measured at baseline and at week16, and week32. The stars indicate significance levels: *p<0.05; 

**p<0.01; ***p<0.001. The boxes indicate interquartile range (IQR), the lines represent the 

median, and the grey dots represent the mean. 
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Figure 6.6. Participant-wise longitudinal texture changes of gadolinium-enhancing lesions by 

group. Most of the participants showed texture recovery (GLCM-contrast and GLCM-dissimilarity 

decrease) overtime with more pronounced changes from baseline to week32. The solid lines 

indicate the mean values across control (green) and treatment (red) groups.  
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Figure 6.7. Participant-wise longitudinal texture analysis outcomes of gadolinium-enhancing 

lesions by group. Shown are GLCM-contrast and GLCM-dissimilarity texture acquired from 

FLAIR and measured at baseline and at week16, and week32. The stars indicate significance 

levels: *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001. The boxes indicate interquartile range (IQR), the lines 

represent the median, and the grey dots represent the mean. 

 

 

Figure 6.8. Longitudinal texture analysis outcomes of non-enhancing lesions by group. Shown are 

GLCM-contrast and GLCM-dissimilarity texture acquired from FLAIR and measured at baseline 

and at week16, and week32. The stars indicate significance levels: *p<0.05; **p<0.01; 

***p<0.001. The boxes indicate interquartile range (IQR), the lines represent the median, and the 

grey dots represent the mean.  
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6.4.4 Outcomes on high and low prolactin groups 

This analysis focused only on enhancing lesions of the domperidone add-on treatment group as 

there was no significant change over time in non-enhancing lesions of the participants as shown 

above. In the high prolactin group, GLCM-contrast was lower at both week16 (17.09 versus 26.72 

p=0.011) and week32 (15.49 versus 26.72 p=0.003) than baseline. But the measure did not change 

significantly over time from baseline in the low prolactin group (p=0.9 and p=0.1 at week16 and 

week32, respectively). Regarding GLCM-dissimilarity, the high prolactin group demonstrated 

lower values at week16 and week32 than baseline, measured at 3.28 versus 7.4 (p=0.002) and 2.6 

versus 7.4 (p=0.0005) over time. The low prolactin group had also shown significantly lower 

GLCM-dissimilarity at week16 and week32 than baseline. It was 3.85 versus 8.64 (p=0.01) at 

week16 and 3.25 versus 8.64 at week32 (p=0.004). Cross-sectionally, GLCM-contrast was 

significantly lower in the high prolactin group compared to the low prolactin group at week16 

(17.09 versus 27.33, p=0.04) (Figure 5.9). 

 

 

Figure 6.9. Longitudinal texture analysis outcomes of gadolinium-enhancing lesions in high and 

low prolactin groups. Shown are GLCM-contrast and GLCM-dissimilarity texture acquired from 

FLAIR MRI  and measured at baseline and at week16, and week32. The stars indicate significance 
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levels: *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001. The boxes indicate interquartile range (IQR), the lines 

represent the median, and the grey dots represent the mean.  

 

6.5 Discussion 

In this study, we employed a texture-mapping approach of GLCM to assess tissue structural 

alterations in acute brain MRI lesions from RRMS participants with and without domperidone 

add-on treatment. Both GLCM-contrast and GLCM-dissimilarity in FLAIR MRI demonstrated 

significant improvement over time compared to baseline in the acutely enhancing lesions, more 

prominent in the add-on than control group. In comparison, the changes in non-enhancing lesions 

were not significant in either variable. Among the add-on treatment group, while dissimilarity 

improved in both high and low prolactin subgroups, only the high prolactin subgroup showed 

significant recovery in GLCM-contrast based on enhancing lesion analysis.  

 

Texture is a characteristic that dictates the pattern and regularity of a tissue structure [105]. 

Different methods exist for quantifying image texture in brain MRI [20]. The GLCM is a well-

recognized second order statistical texture analysis technique that assesses the joint probability of 

pixel pairs as texture features [105]. Injured tissues such as demyelinated lesions in MS contain 

diverse pathological components that would cause heterogenous texture patterns. Remyelination 

or repair in the lesions such as myelin sheath restoration and clearance of myelin debris should 

result in improvement in tissue regularity and hence fine texture patterns, more similar to that of a 

normal tissue [179, 180]. Both GLCM contrast and dissimilarity reflect tissue heterogeneity. While 

the reduction in inflammation and edema can also contribute to lesion recovery [224, 225], the 

sequential improvement in our histology-verified texture measures in acute MS lesions shown in 
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the current study suggests repair such as remyelination. These results are consistent with prior 

findings in brain MRI texture analysis in MS, which showed using a local time-frequency based 

method that coarse texture recovers with resolution of acute MS lesions [141]. Further, using 

postmortem brain samples of MS participants, another study confirmed that the degree of texture 

heterogeneity was strongly associated with the extent of demyelination and axonal injury, and at a 

lesser extent, with neuroinflammation [27].  

 

The significant improvement in image texture over time is manifest only in the acutely enhancing 

lesions, not the non-enhancing lesions. In MS, various studies have demonstrated that acute lesions 

have the most capacity to repair [6, 7]. Acute lesions feature more pro-remyelinating inflammatory 

changes and a higher density of oligodendrocyte cells due to accelerated differentiation of 

oligodendrocytes precursor cells compared to non-acute MS lesions, fostering a permissive repair 

environment [226]. Notably, most of the texture improvement occurred over the period of 16 

weeks from baseline in the examined acute MS lesions. The GLCM-contrast and GLCM-

dissimilarity appeared to be stable at 32 weeks compared to 16 weeks, but there were no significant 

differences between the two timepoints in any measure. This phenomenon may be in line with 

findings that the repairing capacity of acute MS lesions decreases with the chronicity of the lesions 

[226, 227]. 

 

There were more significant texture results detected in the treatment group than the control group, 

where both GLCM-contrast and GLCM-dissimilarity revealed a considerable effect size, 

highlighting their potential in detecting invisible tissue changes. In the literature, there have been 

several clinical trials focusing on remyelination in MS, such as that using clemastine, opicinumab, 

and GNbAC1 [228]. While with benefit, the findings are not conclusive. In the present study, 
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domperidone served as an add-on treatment to the regular DMTs of the RRMS participants. Given 

the increasing efficacy of current DMTs in MS [229, 230], it may be not too surprising to observe 

that both treatment groups showed considerable texture recovery in acute lesions. However, the 

additional favorite results in the add-on group may be related to the pro-remyelinatory effect of 

domperidone. Domperidone is a generic medication that may promote tissue repair in MS. 

Domperidone elevates the prolactin level of treated relapsing-remitting and secondary progressive 

MS participants [231]. Prolactin is a hormone that increases during pregnancy, and that is also 

when MS participants experience more frequent remission than usual [232]. In an animal model 

of MS, Zhornitsky et al. have shown that a higher level of prolactin might enhance remyelination 

[233].  

 

Between texture measures, while the improvement in GLCM-dissimilarity over time was similar 

between control and treatment groups, the recovery in GLCM-contrast was more pronounced, the 

difference was significant at week16 and week32 compared to the baseline in the treatment group. 

Whereas it was only significantly different between baseline and week32 in the control group. The 

difference between GLCM-contrast and GLCM-dissimilarity outcomes might be due to their 

distinct sensitivity to tissue structural changes. In a previous histology-MRI study, GLCM-contrast 

outperformed GLCM-dissimilarity in classifying MS pathology including de- versus remyelinated 

lesions [146]. Likewise, GLCM-contrast was significantly lower in enhancing lesions of high 

prolactin group than low prolactin group at week16 in the current study. In non-enhancing lesion 

analyses, only GLCM-contrast detected a significant difference between treatment and control 

groups seen at 32 weeks of follow up. In participant-wise analysis, however, GLCM-dissimilarity 

detected significant changes in more groups than texture contrast, deserving further investigation.  
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Additional analysis of the treatment group revealed a connection between prolactin level and 

texture recovery in acute lesions of the participants. People with higher prolactin response after 16 

weeks of domperidone add-on treatment showed greater texture improvement than low prolactin 

response, particularly in the GLCM-contrast measurement. In fact, there was no significant 

improvement in GLCM-contrast at either 16 or 32 weeks of follow up in the low prolactin response 

group, suggesting the sensitivity of serum prolactin level to the add-on treatment of domperidone. 

The effects of prolactin on the immune system are not fully understood. It has been shown to have 

both pro-remyelination and anti-inflammatory, as well as pro-inflammatory characteristics [232]. 

However, the combination of prolactin with the immunomodulating DMTs may be beneficial 

because immunomodulators may prevent the pro-inflammatory impact of prolactin [233]. 

Therefore, the increased texture recovery outcomes of the RRMS participants with high prolactin 

response may be more related to the pro-remyelination than inflammatory properties of 

domperidone, deserving further confirmation.  

 

We note some limitations about the study. The sample size was small. Given the effectiveness of 

current DMTs for RRMS participants, the presence of enhancing lesions on treatment is 

increasingly rare. However, this study identified significant results in several aspects, including 

the strong evidence of repair such as remyelination in acute MS lesions. Next, this study included 

only RRMS. While limited by generalization between disease phenotypes, RRMS is the cohort 

holding the most number of acute lesions that are the driving force for repair in MS participants. 

Further, due to the nature of in vivo studies, it is impossible to confirm how the recovery of lesion 

texture is associated with the extent of inflammation and edema, both being common in acute MS 

lesions, besides remyelination. Nonetheless, our results are based on histology-verified measures 

that have shown the potential to differentiate myelin integrity in MS lesions. Further, texture 
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measures are more sensitive to tissue changes than inflammatory alterations [27, 141]. Further 

research aims to confirm the current findings using a larger sample size, compare changes between 

different MS or pre-MS phenotypes, and compare with outcomes using different techniques such 

as advanced MRI.  

 

In conclusion, based on data from a prospective clinical trial of RRMS participants, this study 

detected significant changes in brain MRI texture in acute lesions over time, particularly people 

with high prolactin response following domperidone add-on treatment. Given that the texture 

measures have shown the promise in differentiating de- and re-myelinated lesions in MS based on 

histology-informed brain MRI, the improvement in acute lesion texture strongly suggest repair or 

remyelination. Overall findings indicate the feasibility of combining advanced texture 

analysis with conventional MRI for assessing tissue recovery in clinical studies. With further 

confirmation, this approach may prove to be invaluable for improved disease monitoring, and for 

discovery of new neuroprotection and reparative therapies, thereby advancing the prognosis of MS 

participants. 
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 Chapter 6: Discussion and conclusion 

7.1 Summary and contribution 

MS lesions are characterized by a variety of pathological components including demyelination and 

remyelination [149]. This makes lesion properties highly heterogenous [185] and difficult to 

characterize in vivo. Quantification of tissue injury and repair in MS is crucial for accurate 

characterization of disease activity and development of new treatment strategies. This is 

particularly important for the discovery of neuroprotective or repair therapies as tissue repair is 

insufficient in many MS participants. The latter represents one of the key reasons for relentless 

disease progression in MS. There are various studies searching for MRI biomarkers of de- and re-

myelination in MS, mainly using advanced MRI [133, 187]. However, there is still lack of imaging 

measures of lesion severity for clinical use. Based on either conventional or advanced MRI, texture 

analysis has been shown to be a useful technique for characterizing subtle tissue structural changes, 

with or without integrating with other analytics methods such as machine learning. In this thesis I 

have developed new approaches to evaluate MS pathology particularly related to injury and repair 

in MS lesions based on conventional and advanced MRI. Further, I have taken a translational 

approach that involves brain MRI from both postmortem samples and living MS participants as 

seen in the three different aims. My research is associated with several innovative points. For 

example, I have advanced the image pre-processing techniques for diffusion MRI including the 

addition of new noise reduction methods, which has allowed robust conduction of texture analysis 

using the typically challenging postmortem images of the modality. Related to this direction, I 

have also implemented the new texture calculation approach for diffusion MRI in MS. In contrast 

to the in-plane computation method done typically, my implementation uniquely assesses image 
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texture across individual diffusion directions around each pixel, which is expected to have 

improved sensitivity to tissue structural changes. Notably, this process also involves a novel 

diffusion interpolation method allowing to increase diffusion directional resolution to an almost 

arbitrary degree. The fact that increasing diffusion directions from 30 to 90 as done in this thesis 

without adding extra imaging time would be attractive for many clinical studies in the future. 

 

First Aim, used pathology-informed brain MRI scans to validate the capability of MRI texture 

analysis measures for differentiating different MS pathologies and compared the metrics to 

common advanced MRI measurements. I calculated texture features using one of the most 

commonly used statistical approaches from classical T2-weighted MRI and diffusion MRI scans. 

Diffusion texture analysis utilized a novel approach to compute high-resolution diffusion texture, 

focusing on the distribution of diffusion along all directions per image pixel. This method has the 

advantage of taking full account of the angularity of diffusion within the microstructure of a voxel, 

which has been enhanced following orientation-interpolation of the original DTI data. This 

contrasts with the traditional method that analyzes parametric maps one slice at a time that doesn’t 

take full account of the angularity of diffusion within each pixel and might be less sensitive to 

tissue alteration. Based on joint analysis with random forest models as a common type of machine 

learning algorithms, texture analysis in clinical brain MRI revealed the most promising indices in 

classifying different pathological types in the grey and white matter of MS brain. In particular, the 

GLCM-contrast and GLCM-dissimilarity in T2-weighted MRI has shown to be the most important 

imaging features for differentiating de- and re-myelinated lesions, driven primarily by those in 

brain white matter. Overall, this aim attests that texture measurements from T2-weighted MRI 

were more competitive in classifying tissue injury and repair, particularly those related to de- and 
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re-myelination in MS brain, compared to other advanced MRI measures studied, such as FA and 

MTR. Among all texture measures, T2-contrast and T2-dissimilarity were the most informative 

features in classifying lesion subtypes in white matter. However, in grey matter, T2-correlation 

was also selected as one of the most important features for tissue classification besides T2-contrast 

and T2-dissimilarity. The ex vivo MRI used here possess higher resolution than typical in vivo 

MRI. To confirm the findings, I have also done pilot experiments to compare texture outcomes 

from Aim1 using T2-weighted MRI with those derived using low, clinically equivalent, resolution 

MRI achieved by down-sampling the same images. The results have shown a similar trend in 

texture measures based on high- and low- resolution images, suggesting the utility of the texture 

analysis methods applied in this research. This is in line with the literature demonstrating the 

promise of texture analysis in tissue characterization using clinical MR images [16, 141, 234]. 

 

In the second aim, I developed a method using standard brain MRI from clinical MS participants 

based on the verified texture analysis approach from Aim1. The goal was to identify two critical 

types of MS lesions: sDEM and hREM and gain a preliminary understanding of how these lesion 

types are different between age groups and sexes. Texture analysis in this aim used FLAIR images 

given their greater utility in clinical studies for lesion detection than other MRI sequences in MS 

and similar studies. Based on MRI physics, FLAIR is highly similar to T2-weighted MRI in many 

ways and therefore their texture characteristics are expected to be equivalent. However, for 

confirmation purposes, I have done additional experiments. Through side-by-side comparisons 

using images from the same RRMS participants, I have found that texture patterns generated from 

T2-weighted and FLAIR MRI are indeed similar as shown by the 2 well-recognized image 

similarity comparison indices: SSIM and PSNR. Based on T2 FLAIR MRI from 200 RRMS 
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subjects participated in a screening process for a local clinical trial, this aim conducted texture 

analysis using an optimized GLCM method by focusing on two top-performing histology-verified 

metrics in differentiating de- and re-myelinated brain MS lesions: GLCM-contrast and GLCM-

dissimilarity. In addition, I developed a percentile approach based on the ranking of texture values 

for lesion categorization. Then, based on the 2 groups of lesions classified, I also implemented a 

robust approach for characterizing the probability of lesions located in individual pixels of brain 

MRI. Using a similar scheme of percentile threshold, the MS participants under study were also 

classified into young (bottom 25%ile) and old (top 25%ile) groups.  

 

The results showed that the sDEM lesions had a greater normalized volume, GLCM-contrast, and 

GLCM-dissimilarity but a smaller average size than hREM lesions. Both lesion types were 

detected in most participants and were highly distributed at deep white matter and periventricular 

areas. Further, the normalized volume of sDEM lesions was greater, while that of hREM lesions 

was smaller in males than females. None of these measures were different between age groups 

suggesting that the role of age in repair process in MS deserves further confirmation. The smaller 

size of sDEM compared to hREM might be due to a higher likelihood of tissue loss in the severely 

damaged lesions. Instead, the larger total normalized volume of sDEM than hREM may indicate 

the general notion of damage-dominance as well as lack of remyelination in many MS subjects. 

The worse finding in men compared to women in this study is consistent with the findings of other 

studies showing worse disease prognosis in men than women [235], as well as a higher tendency 

for pronounced remyelination in women than men [204]. 
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Overall, percentile statistics of robust MRI GLCM measures showed promise for probing lesion 

pathology by identifying two distinct lesion types in living MS participants, critical for precise 

monitoring of disease activity and treatment impact. The different characteristics of sDEM and 

hREM lesions between males and females may help interpret the distinct disease progression 

trajectories between the sexes.   

 

Further, in Aim3, I conducted a longitudinal analysis of MS participants examined at three time 

points to assess changes in MS lesions seen in brain MRI. This study focused on acute brain MS 

lesions that have shown the potential to repair more rigorously than non-acute lesions, from 17 

RRMS participants eligible for the clinical trial of domperidone as an add-on treatment to the 

regular DMTs of the participants. For comparison, non-enhancing lesions from the same MS 

participants were also assessed. Based on T2 FLAIR brain MRI scans, this aim also focused on 

the two top-performing histology-verified texture measures: GLCM-contrast and GLCM-

dissimilarity, as done above. Further, participants treated with domperidone were compared with 

the control group, and the treated participants were further assessed by subgroups based on their 

response to domperidone in terms of the low versus high serum prolactin levels.  

 

The results demonstrate that in enhancing lesions, GLCM-contrast was lower at both week16 and 

week32 than baseline in the treatment group, but it was lower only at week32 in controls. GLCM-

dissimilarity was lower in enhancing lesions in both treatment and control groups at weeks16 and 

32 than baseline. In non-enhancing lesions, no texture measure showed significant changes over 

time in either group. Cross-sectionally, at week32, the treatment group revealed a lower GLCM-

contrast than control group.  
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Regarding the 2 subgroups of domperidone treatment, the GLCM-contrast decreased at both 

week16 and week32 from baseline in the high prolactin group, but not in the low prolactin group. 

GLCM-dissimilarity decreased at both high and low prolactin groups at the follow up scans. In 

theory, tissue repair leads to decreased texture heterogeneity. In MS, restoring myelin 

sheath and clearance of myelin debris happening in the repair process can all improve the 

uniformity of tissue structure and its image organization [179, 180], leading to decreased GLCM 

contrast and dissimilarity. Therefore, our findings of significantly lower GLCM 

contrast and dissimilarity at week16 and week32 than baseline in the enhancing MS lesions may 

suggest tissue repair over time, although the role of other reparative mechanisms including 

resolution of inflammation and edema cannot be completely excluded [224, 225]. Further, the 

much stronger significance seen with gadolinium-enhancing lesions at follow-up than the non-

enhancing lesions appears to be consistent with prior evidence showing that acute MS lesions have 

the strongest capacity to repair [6, 7]. Collective findings may indicate the potential of texture 

analysis to detect remyelination in acute MS lesions following treatment with a pro-reparative 

agent such as domperidone, deserves further investigation. 

 

7.2 Limitations of the thesis 

There are some limitations in this thesis project. First, in postmortem studies of the research, the 

sample size was limited, and there were different numbers of ROIs per tissue type and subject. 

Notwithstanding the relatively limited sample, this work offers valuable insights into MS lesion 

characterization. Second, there was no histology done to differentiate partial demyelination from 

remyelination (e.g. shadow plaques), and therefore it is not possible to test the utility of the image 
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analysis techniques in characterizing those types of pathology. However, evidence from both the 

literature [141, 153] and current thesis (e.g. Aim1) demonstrate the potential of texture analysis 

for identifying de- and re-myelinated lesions in MS. In addition, there was also lack of staining for 

inflammation, and therefore the role of its resolution in texture improvement is unclear. 

Nevertheless, the postmortem samples are obtained mainly from progressive MS participants, who 

typically contain much less inflammation than relapsing MS. Third, given the inherent differences 

between in vivo and ex vivo MRI, the absolute value of imaging features between them may be 

different, which is unavoidable in these types of studies. However, our focus of analysis on the 

pattern of imaging signal may have helped lessen the impact of this limitation. Furthermore, in 

prior studies, texture analysis has been successfully used in vivo, using clinical scanners to study 

lesions and NAWM in MS as well as normal white matter in control [16, 17]. Fourth, the high 

resolution of postmortem T2-weighted MRI used herein compared to in vivo clinical MR scans 

may raise a utility question of the current analyzing approach in living participants. However, my 

pilot experiments have shown the similarity between texture patterns derived using super-high 

resolution images versus relatively low, clinically equivalent resolution images. Further, various 

studies using this or alternative texture analysis methods have shown the promise to characterize 

tissue pathology using clinical MRI in MS and similar diseases  [108, 141]. 

 

In the cross-sectional studies of in vivo MS participants, there were also a few limiting points. 

First, the scope of in vivo data analysis was limited to white matter lesions and lacked the 

assessment of lesions in other areas, such as grey matter lesions. Nevertheless, white matter lesions 

are still the prominent target area in MS assessment. Moreover, this study was focused on the 

RRMS subtype of MS, while assessing other types of MS might provide more insight into MS 
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tissue pathology, RRMS participants involve the most active de- and re-myelinated lesions. 

Besides, given the nature of in vivo studies, there was no direct confirmation for the two identified 

lesion types. Nevertheless, the implemented texture analysis measures were histology-confirmed 

in the former aim. Further, the sex-based analysis results showing worse outcomes in the respective 

lesion types seemed to be consistent with the worse disease prognosis in males than females.  

 

Regarding the longitudinal part of the research, one limitation was the small sample size, 

however, despite the limited sample size, this study demonstrated significant results supporting 

repair, including remyelination in enhancing MS lesions. Furthermore, the recovery in texture 

measures over time might not be exclusively due to remyelination. As noted above, other 

underlying pathologies, such as the resolution of inflammation and edema, might have also 

played a role. Yet, the texture features used here were validated against histology in the initial 

aim. Moreover, texture measurements revealed to be more sensitive to tissue alteration than 

inflammatory responses [141]. 

 

7.3 Future work 

In the future, the texture metrics originated from Aim1 can be compared with other quantitative 

measurements based on either conventional or advanced MRI, texture based or not. These 

comparative studies will help further understanding the validity and value of the developed 

methods here. Furthermore, the 3D GLCM, which might provide more information respecting 

tissue structure due to more directionality calculation, can be implemented instead of conventional 

2D GLCM computation for tissue or disease phenotype classification purposes. Moreover, the 

approach investigated in Aim2 for lesion characterization can be investigated for its 
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generalizability to different datasets for assessing lesion injury and repair using clinical brain MRI, 

associated with both clinical trials and routine patient care. Additionally, the ability of the GLCM 

texture analysis method used in Aim3 can be tested for characterizing the response of participants 

to new therapies aimed at neuroprotection and repair, and for monitoring or predicting disease 

progression in MS or related diseases. Future studies can also explore the utility of applying texture 

analysis on advanced MR images such as MTR, diffusion imaging, and SWI scans. Further, 

research could also be conducted to determine the relationship between the volume and distribution 

of the two identified lesion types and other clinical measures such as physical disability or 

cognitive decline of MS patients. The link between the spatial distribution of the two detected 

lesion types and clinical measurements can be further investigated in specific anatomical locations 

in the brain, such as major tracts, including the corticospinal tract, which may help identify new 

surrogate markers of disease outcomes. 

 

7.4 Conclusions and significance 

In this research, I have developed novel texture analysis approaches assisted by machine learning 

techniques for classifying different tissue types in grey and white matter of MS brain based on 

clinical MRI, particularly regarding tissue injury and repair in focal lesions. I have then validated 

the approaches using different strategies ranging from postmortem brain samples to in vivo 

datasets of MS participants, and from advanced MRI measures to their texture analysis indices.  

Overall approaches proposed here may help open up new avenues of clinical research in MS, and 

the derived texture analysis measures may become new MRI biomarkers of lesion injury and 

repair, which would be invaluable for monitoring both disease progression and treatment response. 
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Finally, with further validation, the methods and measurements developed here can be translated 

to other neurological diseases other than MS for similar study purposes.  
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